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Letter from the Editor

Dear Readers,
It is my great pleasure to offer you the July 2020 issue of Vocabulary Learning and
Instruction (VLI). In this issue we feature a second article by Paul Meara (in hopefully
a series using his bibliometric method). In the pages that follow you will also find
articles on topics ranging from English loanwords and general word lists to introducing
mnemonics as a vocabulary learning strategy.
As a reminder, VLI is an open-access international journal that provides a peerreviewed forum for original research related to vocabulary acquisition, instruction, and
assessment. Submissions are encouraged from researchers and practitioners in both EFL
and ESL contexts.
Please enjoy this issue,
Raymond Stubbe,
Editor, VLI

Vocabulary Learning and Instruction, 9 (1), iv.
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The Emergence of a First Paradigm
in Vocabulary Research: The
Bibliometrics of System
Paul Meara
Swansea University
p.m.meara@gmail.com

Abstract

This paper uses a bibliometric method to analyse the vocabulary
research published in the journal System between 1976 and 2017. The
bibliometric method used here is co-citation analysis, an approach
which allows us to map the influences that have significantly impacted
on vocabulary research. The analysis is intended to expand on an earlier analysis by Lei and Liu (2019), which studied the outputs in System
but also analyses the features of all the papers published in the journal.
This paper identifies five main clusters in the System data set. It also reports
how these clusters grow and change over time. It argues that the data point
to the emergence of a first paradigm in vocabulary research (Kuhn, 1971),
and suggests some ways in which this paradigm might shift in response to
demographic changes among the researchers who publish in System.

1. Introduction
This paper is part of a series of studies that use bibliometric methods to
examine the way L2 vocabulary research has developed over the last 50 years.
Previous papers in this series (Meara, 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018) have focussed on
the research output in successive years in the early part of the 1980s. One paper
(Meara, 2014) tried to take a longer term view of the development of vocabulary
research over most of the 20th century by applying bibliometric methods to the
vocabulary research published in a single, long-lived journal, The Modern Language Journal (MLJ). MLJ has been a good source for bibliometric analysis since
the first piece of vocabulary research published in the journal appeared as early
as 1918 (Bagster-Collins, 1918). Papers reporting on vocabulary research have appeared frequently, but irregularly, in the journal from that date until the present
day. MLJ is unusual in this respect, however. Most of the current journals have
nothing like the longevity of MLJ, and their coverage of the vocabulary research
is correspondingly limited.
This does not mean that the other later-day journals do not offer us anything
about vocabulary research. One journal, which is of particular interest, is System,
first published in 1973, and described by Lei and Liu (2019) as “a major international journal in applied linguistics” (p. 1). Among the more recently published
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journals, System is interesting because it had a single editor for many years (Norman Davies seems to have managed the journal pretty much single-handedly from
1973 until 2010), and this gave the journal a consistent editorial policy during this
time. Also, System had an eye to recent developments in educational technology,
which meant that it published papers that were rather different from the research
that was being published in other, more traditional outlets. An unusually large
number of vocabulary research papers appeared in System, beginning in 1976,
and some of these went on to become particularly influential and widely cited
resources. I was able to identify 115 papers with a focus on vocabulary published
in the journal between 1976 and 2017, and Figure 1 shows the distribution of the
publication dates of these papers. A complete list can be found in Appendix 1.
A total of 183 authors contributed to this data set. Paul Nation contributed to
five papers; Norbert Schmitt contributed to four papers; Paul Meara contributed
to three papers. A further 11 authors contributed to two papers (Agustín Llach,
Akbarian, Alavi, Boers, Cobb, Hamada, Higginbotham, Leffa, Lindstromberg,
Nassaji and Tian). The remaining 169 authors contributed to just one paper each.
There are two main points to note about the data set. Firstly, the distribution
of the papers suggests that the vocabulary research reported in System seems to
fall into three main phases: an initial phase covering the period 1974–1992, when
relatively small numbers of papers were published – usually one or two in each
year; a consolidation phase covering the period 1993–2012, when the number of
papers published was slightly higher but only once reached as many as five papers
in a single year; and an “inflation” phase, beginning in 2013, when the number of
relevant publications expanded rapidly to eight or more publications per year. It is
difficult to tell from these raw numbers whether the recent rapid increase in publications represents a genuine increase in the importance of vocabulary research, or
whether it is just a reflection of the general increase in research output or a change
in the editorial policy. The second point to note is that the pattern of authorships

Figure 1. Papers published in System that deal with vocabulary acquisition, showing date of publication.
Source: VARGA database (Meara, n.d.). Last updated on 28.07.19.
Vocabulary Learning and Instruction, 9 (1), 1–32.
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in this data set is peculiarly flat – a feature which I have drawn attention to in my
earlier bibliometric analyses of the vocabulary research. Lotka (1926) pointed out
that in large bodies of research, there is usually a relationship between the number
of authors contributing a single paper to the data set, and the number of authors
contributing to two, three, four and more papers. This relationship is sometimes
referred to as Lotka’s Law, although the relationship is a bit more flexible than this
term implies. Lotka noted that the relationship normally reflected a power law
function, where the number of authors we would expect to make N contributions
to a data set can be described with a function, something like eq. 1:
eq 1

M=S/Nx

where S is the number of authors making a single contribution to the data set.
N is the number of contributions made by an author.
M is the expected number of authors making N contributions to the data set.
 he exponent (x) varies from one discipline to another but is normally close
T
to 2.
Table 1 summarises the data from System.
It will be immediately obvious that the data set published in System has a
strikingly large number of authors who contribute to a single paper, and a relatively small number of people publishing a substantial body of work in this journal. Given that 168 authors contributed to only one paper, we might expect as
many as 42 authors to be contributing to two papers, 19 authors contributing to
three papers, 10 authors contributing to four papers and 7 authors contributing to
five papers. We might even expect to find five authors contributing to six papers,
three authors contributing to seven papers and two contributing to eight papers.
The actual figures in the System data set fall far short of these expectations: 98%
of the authors in the data set contributed to only one or two papers. The figures
suggest that for vocabulary research in this journal, the value of the exponent in
equation 1 is about 3.93 – a figure which is unusually high, but broadly in line
with previous reports for vocabulary research.
Obviously, most readers of Vocabulary Learning and Instruction will not
be surprised to find that Nation, Schmitt and Meara figure in the list of authors of multiple papers, although they might be surprised to note that some
other well-known figures in the field (e.g., Laufer, Hulstijn and Read) do not.
(Laufer, for instance, contributed to just one paper, while Hulstijn and Read did
not contribute at all.) Equally, some readers will be surprised that some of the
authors contributing two papers in this data set will not be well known to the
research community. Clearly, simply counting the number of papers in the data
Table 1: Authors contributing N papers in the System data set (1974–2017)
No. of papers
Lotka expected
System actual

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

168
168

42
11

19
1

10
1

7
1

5

3

2

Vocabulary Learning and Instruction, 9 (1), 1–32.
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set that each author contributes to does not tell us a great deal about the kind of
ideas that are circulating among vocabulary researchers. In order to examine this
idea, we need to dig behind the raw statistics of publication.
For this reason, the main approach used in this paper consists of a co-citation
analysis of the data set. Co-citation analysis was first developed by Small (1973) and
White and Griffith (1981), both building on earlier work by de Solla Price (1965).
The method is widely used in bibliometric analyses of small research fields. The
approach takes as its raw input the citations that are listed at the end of a typical
research paper. The approach identifies instances of sources who tend to be cited
together, and from these cases of co-occurrence, it constructs clusters of sources
who seem to represent particularly strong influences in the research. Co-citation
analysis assumes that sources that are frequently cited together in many papers in
a data set are particularly influential (Price refers to them as Invisible Colleges. de
Solla Price & Beaver, 1966). So, for example, if Haastrup, Jensen and Jespersen
frequently appear together in the citation lists of the papers in a data set, then we
might want to argue that they jointly form an important influence in the research,
even if the data set being analysed does not include a paper authored by any of
them, and even though all three authors may never have worked together. And if a
number of other authors are also cited alongside Haastrup, Jensen and Jespersen,
a co-citation analysis would identify them as a cluster of related sources.

2. Analysis 1: The overview
In a typical co-citation analysis, the following steps are carried out:
Firstly, we make a list of all the authors cited in all of the papers in the data
set, and list them by frequency. In the System data set, 2,728 different sources are
cited, an average of 24 per paper. Most of these sources are cited only once, but
many sources are cited much more frequently. The most cited authors in this data
set are Nation (cited in 78 papers), Laufer (cited in 55 papers), Meara (cited in 48
papers), Schmitt (cited in 47 papers), Hulstijn (cited in 27 papers), Read (cited in
26 papers), Cobb (cited in 21 papers) and Coxhead (cited in 20 papers). All of these
sources will be familiar to the readers of Vocabulary Learning and Instruction, and
are easily recognisable as Significant Influences in L2 vocabulary research. The
distribution of the remaining sources is shown in Table 2.
Seventy-five per cent of the sources are cited in only one paper. These
sources seem to be important for only one author, and there is clearly no case for
regarding them as sources who strongly influence the field. Other sources, who
are cited more frequently, seem to be more important, and in the second step
of the co-citation analysis, we identify the sources that are cited the most often
in the data set. Conventionally, we look for an inclusion threshold, which gives
us about 100 most-cited sources. In this data set, the closest we can get to the
Table 2: The number of sources cited N times in the System data set.
N

18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10

9

8

7

6

5

4

Cases

1

5

11

15

32

34

64

2

0

4

2

4

2

2

9
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conventional figure comes from selecting the 96 sources who are cited at least six
times in the data set. Setting the inclusion threshold at six citations is basically
an arbitrary choice, which excludes a large number of sources who fail to meet it.
We will return to this point later in the paper.
In the third step of the co-citation analysis, we examine the citation lists at
the end of each paper, and identify cases where two of the 96 sources derived from
Step 2 are cited alongside each other. These occurrences are marked on a large
matrix. This process is arduous and error-prone, so we normally automate it. The
amount of additional data generated by this process is huge: a paper that cites 10
sources will generate 10*9/2 = 45 co-citations, a paper that cites 50 sources will
generate 50*49/2 = 1,225 co-citations, while a paper that cites 100 sources will
generate 100*99/2 = 4,950 co-citations. With over 100 papers in the System data
set, many of which have extensive reference lists, it will be immediately obvious
that the process of collecting the co-citations generates far more data than we can
conveniently handle manually.
Fortunately, using a computer makes it a relatively straightforward job to
isolate the co-citations that we are interested in for the fourth step of the co-citation analysis. For this step, we identify any co-citation that involves two of the
96 sources that we listed in Step 2, and count the number of times this co-citation
occurs in the data set. We can identify a total of 2,614 co-citation pairs in the
System data set, but the strength of these links varies considerably. Laufer and
Nation, the strongest co-citation link, appears 48 times in the list, indicating that
these two authors are co-cited in 42% of the papers in this data set. At the other
extreme, 1,132 of the co-citations appear just once: it is conventional in a co-citation analysis to ignore weaker links of this sort.
In Step 5, we submit these data to a mapping program, which allows us to
visualise the connections between the 96 sources as a connected network. Figure 2
shows a network of this sort, which was generated using the Gephi program (Bastian, Heymann, & Jacomy, 2009). In this map, the size of the nodes reflects the
betweenness centrality of the nodes: this is a measure, which reflects the importance of a node in the network. A node with a high betweenness centrality score
connects many disparate parts of the network, while a node with a low betweenness centrality score will have a small number of links limited to a restricted part
of the network. Figure 2 also shows the strength of the co-citation connections
between the sources (the thickness of the linking edges). These strengths vary a
lot: Laufer and Nation, as already noted are cited together in 48 papers. Weaker
links (links that occur fewer than four times in the data set) have been omitted
from Figure 2 in the interests of simplicity. This simplification results in one very
large component in the network, and one singleton (Paivio) who is no longer part
of the connected network.
It is immediately obvious that four sources dominate the network: Nation,
Laufer, Schmitt and Meara. Nation, of course, is the pre-eminent source, co-cited
alongside almost every other source in the map. Put simply, if we choose two
random sources in this map, let us call them X and Y, then we can always find a
short path from X to Y via Nation, even if there is no direct path between them.
Laufer is only slightly less central than Nation – there are a few nodes that do not
Vocabulary Learning and Instruction, 9 (1), 1–32.
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Figure 2. A co-citation analysis of the vocabulary research in System 1974–2017: N = 96.
Threshold for inclusion: Six citations, edge strength > 3.

have direct co-citation links with her. Schmitt and Meara are somewhat less central to the network than Nation and Laufer, but still much more central than any
of the remaining sources. Ironically, the dominance of Nation and Laufer means
that their influence runs right across the map but does not actually contribute
much to the overall structure of the network: being co-cited with Nation or Laufer
is a characteristic of every source, and this feature does not discriminate between
them. This means that we can greatly simplify the map of the System data by
eliminating Nation, Laufer, Schmitt and Meara from our analysis, and a map that
does this is shown in Figure 3.
This map is straightforward and relatively easy to interpret. Eliminating the
core sources from this map has left us with 11 detached sources that were mainly
associated with the central core: their co-citations with the remaining sources are
not strong enough for them to appear in the map.
de Groot is the sole representative of a large body of research concerned
with lexical representation in bilinguals. This work tends to be laboratory based
and very technical, and it has only a limited impact on the vocabulary research
published in System.
Miller, Baddeley and Paivio are psychologists who have influenced L2
vocabulary research: Miller is most often cited for his work on short-term
memory (Miller, 1956); Paivio is mostly cited for his work on the Dual Coding
Vocabulary Learning and Instruction, 9 (1), 1–32.
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Figure 3. A co-citation map of the System data set.

Data: 115 papers published between 1974 and 2017. Ninety-three source nodes.
Threshold for inclusion: six-plus citations; links appearing less than four times excluded.
Excluded core nodes: Nation, Laufer, Schmitt and Meara.

Theory (e.g., Paivio, 1971); Baddeley is the main theorist of working memory
(e.g., Baddeley & Hitch, 1974). Taken together, these three sources look like a
group of classical sources that once influenced work on memory and L2 vocabulary acquisition. In this dataset, they are not sufficiently strong to form an identifiable cluster, and this perhaps suggests that their importance as Influences is
on the wane.
Chamot is principally concerned with learning strategies. In this data set,
she is principally cited in papers that deal with learners’ strategies for dealing with
unknown words, particularly in listening comprehension.
Kelly’s work deals with long-term retention of vocabulary. In this data set, he
too is mainly cited in papers that deal with listening comprehension.
Folse is best known for his 2004 book Vocabulary Myths. In this data set,
he is mainly cited in experimental studies that examine the way learners acquire
vocabulary in intentional as opposed to implicit learning situations.
R Ellis published two papers in System (1997 and 2017) and is cited in
nine papers in the data set, so it is a bit surprising to note that he does not find
a place in the large component of the System map. I think this is because Ellis’
influence is spread across a range of topics, rather than focussed in a single
area. In this data set, he is cited in papers that deal with lexical inferencing,
negotiated meaning, words learners use in productive tasks, development of
affix knowledge in L2 learners, vocabulary acquisition in classroom tasks and
Vocabulary Learning and Instruction, 9 (1), 1–32.
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the effects of glossing on vocabulary uptake. Clearly, the clustering methodology used here puts Ellis at something of a disadvantage, and his role as a
significant influence might have been different if we had allowed weaker links
to be included in the map.
Sharwood Smith is cited in papers from two different spheres in the data
set: word association and lexical errors. As with Ellis, this underestimates
his importance in the earlier vocabulary research. It is also worth noting that
Sharwood Smith was the founder editor of The Interlanguage Bulletin: Utrecht,
a small journal which provided a friendly home for vocabulary researchers at
a time when it was difficult to publish vocabulary research in the main applied
linguistics journals.
Schouten-van Parreren’s work is cited in this data set in papers that deal
with lexical inferencing. This work, which is unusual in its citing of vocabulary
research by Russian psychologists, should have been very influential, but it was
largely ignored by English-speaking researchers at the time.
Sinclair is mostly cited in connection with the COBUILD corpus.
Of the three small clusters at the right-hand edge of the map, Kennedy and
Sutarsyah co-authored with Nation a 1994 paper that dealt with the vocabulary of
English for Academic Purposes (EAP); Gairns and Redman (1986) co-authored a
series of vocabulary-focussed textbooks; Gass and Kellerman did not publish together, and this co-citation appears to be serendipitous.
For the rest, Gephi has identified five clusters in the data.
Cluster I, dominated by Hulstijn, and positioned at the south centre sector of
the map, is the largest and the most disparate of the five clusters. The main theme
of this cluster appears to be how learners acquire words, whether intentionally or
incidentally, in a variety of input situations.
Cluster II, at the top of the map, and dominated by Paribakht and Wesche,
seems to focus on reading in an L2, the strategies that learners adopt when they
encounter unknown words and how small increments in word knowledge might
be recorded.
Cluster III, positioned to the left of Cluster I, is dominated by Read. The
main focus of this cluster seems to be formal vocabulary testing, with particular
emphasis on vocabulary size and vocabulary richness. The sources in this cluster
all make use of formal vocabulary tests.
Cluster IV, at the left hand edge of the map, consists mainly of frequency
counts, but there is also a small subcluster of sources whose work is mainly
concerned with the acquisition of L1 vocabulary from reading (Anderson, Nagy
and Herman).
Finally, Cluster V, the small cluster at the Eastern edge of the map, consists of three psychologists whose work on the depth of processing (Craik and
Lockhart) and mnemonics (Atkinson) has influenced L2 vocabulary research.
This cluster also contains a number of sources whose main focus is multi-word
sequences in L2. We might have expected Wray to be included in this cluster, but
she actually appears in Cluster I.
Vocabulary Learning and Instruction, 9 (1), 1–32.
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It is actually quite difficult to build a coherent account of the main themes
found in the vocabulary research published in System. The main fault line seems
to run between Clusters I and V that have a strong focus on word lists and corpora, on the one hand, and Clusters II and III, which have more of an emphasis on
learners’ performance, on the other hand. My personal interpretation of the map
in Figure 3 is that it can best be seen as a set of core influences (Clusters I and III),
and a set of peripheral ones (Clusters II, IV and V). The sources in the peripheral
clusters seem to be older than the sources in the central clusters, and this might
indicate that they are declining influences, rather than growing ones. Clusters II
and IV are a bit worrying in this respect. Most of these influences published their
main works in the 1980s and early 1990s, and there are surprisingly few co-citation
links between these two clusters and the other clusters. Most of the members of
Clusters II and IV have no co-citations with sources outside their own cluster.
Cluster V is also largely disconnected from the rest of the graph – the main links
here are with NC Ellis in Cluster I. There are no links between Cluster V and
Clusters II, III and IV.
I think most readers of Vocabulary Learning and Instruction would agree
that this characterisation of the research published in System accurately captures
the main themes that we find in this data set. However, the map also has a number
of characteristics that are thought-provoking in other ways.
The most striking feature of this map – one that is in stark contrast with
some of the earlier maps that I have reported – is the very high level of interconnectedness between the five clusters. Normally, these bibliometric maps reveal
clusters of influences that are quite discrete: the norm seems to be smaller clusters
with strong connections between the members of a cluster, and only a few connections that range across the clusters. However, compartmentalisation is not a
feature of the main System map, except perhaps in the case of Cluster V. (I suspect
this may actually be an artefact caused by the way papers are selected for inclusion in the VARGA database.) Disregarding this anomaly, the level of connectedness between the clusters is fairly uniform.
A second feature of the map is that the clusters are fairly democratic, in that
none of them is entirely dominated by a single source. Sometimes, in bibliometric
maps, we find clusters that are star-shaped. A single source is co-cited with all the
other members of the cluster, and it provides the only external links with the other
clusters. This feature does not appear in Figure 3. Instead, many sources seem to
be co-cited with many other sources, both within their own cluster and beyond it.
One gets the impression that Figure 3 shows an unusually friendly research enterprise, where there is a high degree of awareness of what other people are doing in
their research.
A third feature of the map is that most of the sources cited are active L2
vocabulary researchers. In contrast, the number of sources that influence the vocabulary research, while not actually doing L2 vocabulary research themselves,
is relatively small, and for the most part, these cases appear in Clusters II and V,
or among the disconnected sources beyond the eastern edge of the map. It is not
clear to me whether this is a positive feature or not. One might argue that Figure 3
shows an intellectually mature field, which shares a common set of assumptions,
Vocabulary Learning and Instruction, 9 (1), 1–32.
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and is generally confident about its own direction of travel. Alternatively, we
might argue that the research reported in System could be described as somewhat
self-referential: most of the sources who influence this work are themselves active
L2 vocabulary researchers, who cite each other and rely on a small core of ideas
that are largely taken for granted by everybody.

3. Analysis 2: A longitudinal approach
So far, we have treated the research published in System as a single body of
work. In reality, of course, the priorities of vocabulary research have changed considerably over the 43-year period covered by the map. A recent paper by Lei and
Liu (2019) used bibliometric methods to analyse the entire output of the journal in
an analysis that used bibliometric features other than the co-citation method used
here. Lei and Liu identified three main periods in the publication history of this
journal: 1970–1989, 1990–2009 and 2010–2017. They argue that distinct themes
can be identified in these time blocks, and they show how the major themes wax
and wane over time. They argue, for example, that learner autonomy becomes significantly more frequent in the second period than it was in the first, but becomes
less frequent as a topic of interest in the third period, and they interpret this as an
indication of the growth and subsequent decline of this specific topic. Following
Lei and Liu, it is also worthwhile for us to look at the L2 vocabulary research
in smaller time slices, and the relevant data are provided in Figures 4–7. In the
discussion that follows, I have divided the outputs in System into four small time
slices, each covering a 10-year period.
The first period covers 1976–1987. The amount of vocabulary research published in the journal was small. Only 11 relevant papers appeared during this period (See Appendix 1). A total of 168 sources were cited in the data set, but only
13 sources were cited more than once. The pattern of co-citations among these 13
sources can be found in Figure 4. Gephi’s analysis identifies three clusters in the
data. In reality, there is very little structure in this map, and it only emerges if we
accept the weakest of the co-citation links. The largest cluster at the south of the
map, centred on Cohen, clearly identifies a group of sources working on imagery
and vocabulary learning. The second cluster, at the northwest of the map, clearly
identifies five sources concerned with guessing behaviour in L2 vocabulary learning. The third cluster to the north of the map identifies two sources who seem to
have little in common. Corder is best known for his work on error analysis, which
was a very influential theme in the research literature of the time; Goodman is an
important source in the L1 reading literature. While the other two clusters are
easily characterised, it is difficult to see how these two sources form a coherent
cluster: their role in this map may just be a reflection of their overall importance
in applied linguistics research at the time. This map also illustrates that we have
a couple of relatively strongly connected clusters with only the weakest of links
joining these clusters: take these very weak links away and we are left with three
small isolated clusters and one disconnected source. The data suggest that there
is a vocabulary research strand at this time, but it is only barely coherent as a
field. It is also worth noting that of the sources identified in this map, only Paivio

Vocabulary Learning and Instruction, 9 (1), 1–32.
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Figure 4. 1976–1987. The principal sources.
Data: 11 papers. Threshold for inclusion = Two citations. Minimum co-citation strength = One.

and Nation appear as significant influences in the larger map shown in Figure 3:
Paivio as a minor disconnected influence, Nation as the central figure in the field.
We will discuss Nation’s role in more detail in the next section. For the moment,
it is enough to note that it was relatively easy to become a significant influence in
the 1976–1987 period: being cited only twice in 10 years was all you needed to be
identified as a leading figure in vocabulary research, at least as far as System was
concerned.
My second period covers 1988–1997. A total of 24 relevant papers were published in System during this period, more than double the number of relevant
publications in our earlier period, and because of this inflation, it makes sense for
us to raise the inclusion threshold for our map. Given 24 publications, an inclusion
threshold of eight citations would be proportionately similar to the threshold that
we used in the earlier map: to be included in the map, sources would need to be
cited in about one-third of the papers in the data set. However, only one source
(Nation) managed to cross this threshold. A total of 11 sources were cited at least
four times in the 1988–1997 data set, and Gephi’s analysis of the co-citation data
for these 11 sources is shown in Figure 5.
What is really surprising here is that of the 11 sources who reach our more
lenient inclusion threshold of four citations, only one source, Paul Nation,

Vocabulary Learning and Instruction, 9 (1), 1–32.
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II

I
Figure 5. 1988–1997. The principal sources.
Data: 24 papers. Threshold for inclusion: Four citations. Minimum edge weight = Two.

appears in both this analysis and in the previous one. The other 10 sources are
new. This feels like a serious change in the field – not exactly a paradigm shift
in the sense that Kuhn (1962) describes, but the sudden appearance of a set of
coherent ideas about vocabulary that seems to be entirely lacking from the earlier work.
Gephi’s analysis of the 1988–1997 data set identifies two clusters of sources
and one detached source. The slightly larger group to the east of the map contains six sources. Nation is clearly the most significant influence in this map: he
is co-cited with all the other sources except the detached source (Sinclair). Of
the other sources in this cluster, Batia Laufer is best known at this point in time
for her work on guessing behaviour in reading; Gairns and Redman, as we have
already noted, published a series of influential textbooks that exploited some ideas
developed by semantic theorists; Craik’s work is mainly to do with the depth of
processing; West is a word list. It is difficult to see what binds these sources into
a coherent group other than the fact they are all strongly co-cited with Nation,
and have no direct co-citations with the sources that make up the second cluster
in the centre of the map. Most of the sources in this second cluster are concerned
with reading – Nagy and Anderson deal mainly with L1 reading. Meara does not
fit easily into this categorisation – he is cited mostly because of a review article
(Meara, 1980), which seems to have become the go-to handy reference for vocabulary researchers in the early part of this period. Sinclair, the disconnected source,
is mainly cited for his work on collocations and corpora by authors interested in
dictionaries and their implications for L2 learners. Completely absent from this
map is any reference to the imagery work or the lexical inferencing work that we
Vocabulary Learning and Instruction, 9 (1), 1–32.
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identified in the 1976–1987 map, suggesting that these topics are declining in importance during this second period.
The third period that we can identify in the System data set is 1998–2007.
Again, System included 24 relevant papers during this period, and again we would
like to use a threshold of eight citations for inclusion in our map. In fact, only
three sources are cited this often in the data: Nation is cited in 17 papers, Meara
and Laufer are cited in 10. So once again, we are forced back onto a more lenient
threshold for inclusion in the analysis. Fifteen sources were cited at least four
times in these papers, a very slight increase compared to the two previous periods,
and Figure 6 shows Gephi’s analysis of these data.
Surprisingly, only six of the sources who were influential in the period
1988–1997 continue to be influential sources in this third period. Nation, Meara,
Laufer, Krashen, Anderson and West all retain their significant influence status.
Nation and Laufer continue as the most significant influences in this map: unusually, they are both co-cited with each of the other 13 sources.
Sinclair, Nagy, Craik, and Gairns and Redman continue to be cited, but are
not cited often enough to reach the threshold for inclusion, and so do not figure in
the new map. A surprisingly large majority of the sources are new: Thorndike and
Lorge, Kennedy, Bauer, Schmitt, Read, Ellis, Hulstijn and Lewis.
Gephi finds three clusters in the data.
Cluster I, at the right-hand edge of the map, contains half of the continuing
influences and three new ones. Lewis is author of two books dealing with the
so-called lexical approach to language teaching. Krashen’s work is concerned with
reading in an L2 and how this promotes vocabulary learning. Laufer and Hulstijn
are mostly cited for their work on how learners infer the meanings of unknown

I
III

II
Figure 6. 1998–2007. The principal sources.
Data: 24 papers. Threshold for inclusion: Four citations. Minimum edge weight = Two.
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words in texts. Ellis is cited for his work on negotiated meanings. It looks, then,
as though this cluster is mainly concerned with how learners use input to acquire
new words. The distinguishing formal feature of this cluster is that all its members
are co-cited with Krashen. While Krashen himself is not co-cited outside of this
cluster.
Cluster II, in the centre of the map, contains three new sources, Bauer,
Schmitt and Read. Bauer published with Nation an influential methodological
paper that appeared 1983; this paper focussed on the idea of word families as units
of vocabulary knowledge. Schmitt and Read both deal with aspects of vocabulary
testing. This suggests that Cluster II is mostly concerned with assessing vocabulary knowledge, whereas Cluster I is more concerned with the circumstances
under which learners acquire new words.
Cluster III, at the left hand edge of the map, looks like a set of word frequency
counts, but the inclusion of Kennedy suggests that this cluster of influences is really
about EAP, and the special word lists that EAP teaching requires.
Again, it is worth pointing out that the pattern of co-citations mapped in
Figure 6 is surprisingly coherent, and it would be wrong to describe the three clusters as wholly distinct approaches to vocabulary acquisition. Each of the clusters
has several members who are strongly co-cited with sources in the other clusters.
Nonetheless, the map does suggest that some shifts are taking place in the way
the field is structured. EAP has emerged as a new theme in this map: Michael
West has been a continuing influence, but mainly in the context of evaluating
reading material. The new EAP cluster seems to be taking these ideas in a new
direction. The Laufer-Hulstjin cluster suggests that the role of unknown words in
reading is emerging as a significant and specific research interest – indeed, both
these authors collaborate on this topic in joint papers in other journals (Hulstijn
& Laufer, 2001; Laufer & Hulstijn, 2001).
More importantly, perhaps, it is worth noting that there has been a subtle shift in the kinds of sources that appear in the map in Figure 6. For the first
time, we can identify a cluster of sources based in New Zealand – Nation and
Bauer, Read and R Ellis – and a second smaller group based in the United Kingdom (Meara and Schmitt). At the same time, we seem to be losing the “external”
influences that we might expect to find in a map of this sort. Sinclair has gone –
vocabulary research in this period seems to be less interested in corpus linguistics.
Craik has gone – vocabulary research in this period does not appear to be looking
to psychology as a source of ideas. Anderson and Bauer are probably the only
active sources in Figure 6 who would not self-identify as L2 vocabulary researchers. There is a suggestion here that as the research is becoming more coherent
and more self-confident, it is also becoming more self-referential, and perhaps less
open to new ideas.
This theme becomes even more apparent in the final period of the System data
set, which covers 2008–2017. Vocabulary-related research mushroomed during this
period, with a total of 52 relevant papers – almost half of the total vocabulary output in the journal. Forty of these papers – just short of 33% of the total v ocabulary
output – were published in the 5 years up to 2017. This is a phenomenal growth
rate, suggesting that research outputs in L2 vocabulary acquisition are more than
Vocabulary Learning and Instruction, 9 (1), 1–32.
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doubling every 5 years, following a long period of stability. It remains to be seen
whether this is a sustainable feature for the long term. In the meantime, however,
the 52 papers published between 2008 and 2017 provide us with a rich source of
data to assess the current state of the art. The larger number of papers means that
we can raise the inclusion threshold for the co-citation analysis, and this makes
the analysis more reliable. Twenty-six sources in this data set are cited at least
eight times (about 15% of the papers), although some of the sources are cited much
more than this: the most cited sources (Nation, Schmitt and Laufer, for instance,
are cited in 88%, 79% and 73% of the papers, respectively). The overall pattern of
co-citations among these 26 sources is shown in Figure 7.
With the minimum link strength set to eight, Gephi finds three clusters in
the data. In reality, however, what we have here is one large cluster with a very
high level of co-citation amongst the main sources. The average path length
between any two sources selected at random is only 1.74 steps, mainly because
Nation is co-cited with every other source, and there are only two sources who
are co-cited with only one other source: West and Grabe are only co-cited with
Nation. Schmitt, the second best connected source, is co-cited with all the members of the network except West, Grabe, Malvern and Richards. Laufer, the third
best-connected source, is co-cited with all but five members of the network.
A striking feature of this map is the number of new sources it contains. Of
the significant sources that appeared in the 1998–2007 map, Nation, Schmitt,
Laufer, Hulstijn, Read, Meara and West survived into the 2008–2017 map, but they
are joined by 20 new sources, that is, about two-thirds of the significant sources
in Figure 7 are newcomers to the significant source list. The prominence of UK

III
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Figure 7. 2008–2017. The principal sources.
Data: 52 papers. Inclusion threshold = Eight citations. Minimum edge weight = Eight.
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researchers in this new list of arrivals will be obvious to most readers: Malvern,
Daller, Treffers-Daller (and perhaps Milton) form a group of sources interested
in lexical richness and formal measures of vocabulary use centred on Reading
University. Schmitt is joined by Diane Schmitt, Adolphs and Dornyei – all with
connections to Nottingham University – and Alderson and Clapham at Lancaster
University. Meara’s Swansea group has expanded with the appearance of Fitzpatrick, Horst and Waring. Taken together, these three groups numerically outweigh
the New Zealand subcluster represented by Nation, Read, Coxhead and Webb.
Ellis is an interesting new entry – a psychologist with interests in second language
acquisition and bilingualism.
Formally, Gephi identifies three clusters in this data set, one large cluster
and two smaller ones (see Figure 7).
Cluster I, the largest cluster in the 2008–2017 map, is the large cluster on the
western edge of the map. This cluster contains 14 sources – just over half of all
the sources found in this map. I think this cluster is mainly concerned with what
could broadly be described as knowledge of words. Two main subclusters can
be identified here: one deals with vocabulary size, another deals with vocabulary
depth. Both subclusters are characterised by their concern with formal testing
tools. The key source in this cluster is Schmitt, who works in both areas. Schmitt
is co-cited with every other source in this cluster. Given the size of this cluster, it
can probably be identified as the main cluster in present-day research, at least as
we find it in System.
Cluster II, at the right hand edge of the map, dominated by Nation, is rather
more difficult to describe succinctly. As we have already noted, every source in
this map is co-cited with Nation, so it is perhaps a mistake to try to identify a
single thematic focus for this cluster. Rather, what we have is a number of sources
that are not strongly integrated into the rest of the network, but can be identified
with themes that are not easily identified in the rest of the map. Grabe is an L2
reading source; West is the sole remaining source who deals explicitly with vocabulary selection and frequency lists; Malvern and Richards form a subcluster
that deals with lexical richness, specifically a technical strand that uses Malvern’s
voc-d measure; Daller, also co-cited with Schmitt, should perhaps be seen as
an outlier of the Malvern and Richards subcluster. Fitzpatrick, also co-cited with
Meara, deals with productive vocabulary; Dornyei, also co-cited with Schmitt,
deals with how learners approach the vocabulary learning problem. It is difficult
to tell whether these subclusters are the ones that are likely to become more important in future research or less so. My guess is that formal measures of lexical
richness may be on the decline, but that productive vocabulary may be an emerging focus that will become increasingly important in future.
Cluster III, the small cluster at the top of the map contains only five sources:
Cobb, Horst, Coxhead, Hulstijn and Webb. The theme that links these sources
seems to be what learners actually do when they are learning words. This cluster
is basically a classroom vocabulary acquisition cluster, with a specific interest in
learner behaviour.
Some of the clusters that we identified in Figure 6 have disappeared, notably
the EAP group, the reading group (Krashen, Lewis and Anderson), as well as
Vocabulary Learning and Instruction, 9 (1), 1–32.
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R Ellis and Bauer. What seems to be happening here is that the vocabulary research published in System is actually reflecting a narrower range of influences as
it becomes larger. I am unsure if this is a good thing or not. On a larger scale, one
might worry if the field as a whole was focussing on a narrower range of issues,
and not challenging its own assumptions. However, it is possible that this narrowing of focus is merely a reflection of the way certain types of research tend to
appear in particular journals. System, for instance, does not tend to attract papers
that deal with the neurolinguistics.

4. Discussion
The title of this paper suggests that we might be able to discern in the vocabulary research published in System, the emergence of a vocabulary research
paradigm. The idea of a paradigm first emerged in Kuhn’s description of scientific
revolutions (Kuhn,1970). In this work, Kuhn described a “paradigm shift” as “a
reconstruction of the field from new fundamentals, a reconstruction that changes
some of the field’s most elementary theoretical generalizations, as well as many of
its paradigm methods and applications” (pp. 84–85). Chomsky’s reworking of the
assumptions of linguistics is often cited as an archetypal example of a scientific
revolution of this type (e.g., Percival, 1976; Searle, 1974). However, this description
does not really apply to vocabulary research, simply because there was hardly
any organised research of this type taking place in the 1960s and 1970s. Figure 8
shows the total vocabulary outputs identified in the VARGA database for this
period (Meara, n.d.). The data suggest that over this entire period, only a handful
of papers were published in any 1 year. Furthermore, the topics covered by this research vary hugely in their scope, and it is very difficult to find a coherent research
agenda in this data set.
This means that the growth of vocabulary research after this period cannot really be interpreted as a scientific revolution. What may be relevant, however, is Kuhn’s idea of a first paradigm: the product of a period of activity, during
which researchers start to coalesce, gradually develop a research agenda on which
they all agree and adopt a set of tools and methodologies that they are all happy
with. I think that this idea seems to be what is showing up in the System data set:

Figure 8. The number of vocabulary research papers published annually between 1960 and 1979.
Source: VARGA database (Meara, n.d.). Last updated on 28.07.19.
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the co-citation data in the 1976–1987 period shows a field that is fractured and
incoherent, while the final co-citation data from the 2008–2017 period shows us
a field that is highly integrated, sharing a common set of values, and heavily dependent on a single researcher that most people in the field would recognise as a
“leader.” The System data set suggests that the field gradually consolidates around
a small core of very significant sources, with five influences (Nation, Laufer,
Meara, Schmitt and Hulstijn) emerging as particularly important. Indeed, in the
2008–2017 data set, only three papers failed to cite any work by at least one of these
five sources: Dolean (2014), Li and Chen (2016) and Tian and Hennebry (2016) – see
Appendix 1. The grip of the first paradigm appears to be complete.
Figure 9 shows a different way of looking at this process. The figure plots the
growing influence of the five principal sources over the years 1976–2017.
For all five main sources, the proportion of papers citing their work steadily
increases across the System data set, with Nation cited in a massive 70% of the papers appearing in the 2008–2017 period. Interestingly, the growth lines are broadly
parallel, suggesting that the relative influence of these five sources does not change
much across the entire period. Schmitt is a particularly interesting case in that he

Figure 9: Percentage of papers citing Nation, Laufer, Meara Schmitt and Hulstijn in the System
data set.
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does not appear in the chart until 1998, but rapidly becomes a significant influence after that date. (I intend to document Schmitt’s rise to prominence in more
detail in another paper.) To put the phenomenal growth figures in Figure 9 in some
perspective, Figure 10 shows the proportion of papers citing the three leading figures from the 1976–1987 period. All three sources declined in influence from 1987,
though the data for Cohen suggest that he retained some influence right through
to 2017. 1These data echo the “waxing and waning” of topics reported in Lei and
Liu (2019).
Of course, the establishment of a first paradigm does not mark the end of
development. Two features in the data suggest that vocabulary research may not
be quite as stable as the discussion so far has implied.
The first feature will be obvious to anyone who is familiar with the people
who appear as sources in Figure 7. Most of these sources have already retired
or are very close to retiring, and this means that their influence will inevitably
decline. More than two-thirds of the sources that appear in Figure 7 fall into
this category, perhaps hinting that the field might expect to experience a very
large shift in the sources that it cites in the not too distant future. Of course,

Figure 10: Percentage of papers citing Corder, Cohen and Schouten-van Parreren in the System
data set.
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sources can continue to be influential for many years after their formal careers
end. Textbooks tend to have a longer shelf life than individual papers, and some
good examples of this genre play a significant role in the data sets examined here.
It seems unlikely that classic texts such as Read (2000) or Nation (2013) will soon
go out of fashion. In addition, some individual sources seem to be invulnerable
to the ravages of time. Michael West, for instance, died in 1973 at the age of 85,
after publishing his best work in the 1950s. Nonetheless, he still appears as a significant source in the full 1976–2007 data set (Figure 3), and in the most recent
2008–2017 map (Figure 7). However, most of us are unlikely to achieve this kind
of lasting celebrity status, and that means that the list of most significant influences is likely to change in the years to come, as the current significant influences
are replaced by new ones.
The second feature concerns the fact that our analysis so far has focussed
on the 96 most cited sources in the System data set. I mentioned earlier that the
threshold of six citations that we adopted to identify the 96 sources mapped in
Figure 3 was essentially an arbitrary cut-off. Any cut-off of this sort has some
negative consequences, and with our data, focussing our attention on the 96 most
cited sources means that we have ignored a large number of less-cited sources.
Specifically, in Figure 3 we have lost a large number of sources that were cited
only four or five times in the data set. Bearing in mind that no-one was being cited
very often in the 1970s and early 1980s, it is worth looking at this group of sources
in more detail, as we might expect the next generation of significant sources to be
found among this group. Ninety-nine sources in the System data set are cited four
or five times – three more than the 96 sources who are mapped in Figure 3.
A complete list of these sources can be found in Table 3. Many of these
names will be familiar to readers of VLI.
Figure 11 combines these 99 lesser cited sources into a co-citation map with
properties that look very different from the maps that we have looked at so far.
Gephi identifies a total of 10 clusters, with 14 detached sources that are linked to
the rest of the network by only very weak co-citation links. Three of the clusters
are detached from the main cluster group. I do not intend to analyse this map in

Table 3: Sources cited only four or five times in the system data set
Sources cited five times
aitchison_ j biber_d bruton_a buxton_b conklin_k graham_s halter_r higa_m jarvis_s jiang_x
johansson_s johns_t jones_g keppel_g kim_y kintsch_w lightbown_pm muncie_ j nesi_h
o’malley_ j pellicer_sanchez_a peters_e rubin_ j saragi_t schmidt_r schoonen_r sim_d stahl_s
stern_hh tinkham_t van_parreren_cf vandergrift_l vanderplank_r vidal_k wolter_b
Sources cited four times
aizawa_k anthony_l aphek_e armstrong_c bachman_l barcroft_ j beaton_a bell_h bogaards_p
bonk_w carroll_ jb clarke_d collentine_ j collins_l corder_sp de_bot_k engber_c engels_lk erten_i
eyckmans_ j fan_m flowerdew_ j freebody_p fulcher_g greidanus_t guiraud_p harrington_m
hatch_e hirsh_d hyland_k jiang_n kiss_g koda_k koizumi_r leech_gn martinez_r mccrostie_ j
meister_g milroy_r min_ht morris_l nurweni_a ortega_l pawley_a phillipson_r plass_ j politzer_r
pressley_m raugh_m robinson_p sagarra_n scott_m segalowitz_ns seibert_l selinker_l simon_h
simpson_vlach_r sonbul_s staehr_l swan_m takaki_m tidball_f truscott_ j tulving_e
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Figure 11. Co-citation map of 99 sources cited four or five times in the System data set. Edges
with a weight of 1 removed in the interests of simplicity.

detail. Suffice it to say that we have a relatively large number of small clusters
here, that the clusters are sparse rather than dense and that the clusters do not
link strongly to other clusters: the clusters have some links with their immediately
neighbouring clusters, but there are no co-citation links that reach across the entire network. The overall impression we get from this map is that there is a lot of
ongoing activity, but this activity is not strongly co-ordinated.
The best analysis I can produce for this map is that the seven connected
clusters focus on formulaic sequences, semantic effects on vocabulary acquisition,
incidental vocabulary learning, guessing the meanings of unknown words, formal
methods of vocabulary learning including mnemonics, learning words outside the
classroom and productive vocabulary. As far as the detached clusters are concerned, the cluster of five sources at the northeast corner of the map is a set of
sources with a particular interest in how word recognition is affected by script,
and perhaps signal a genuinely new cluster.
One particularly interesting feature of this map is the small subcluster in the centre of the map that forms part of Cluster I. This subcluster plays a key role in preserving the integrity of the network. Without the Halter–Lightbown–Fan co-citations,
the entire network would split into two components, with Clusters I, II and V
largely made up of sources who were influential in the earlier periods under review,
and Clusters III, IV, VII and VIII representing newer areas of enquiry. Most of the
Vocabulary Learning and Instruction, 9 (1), 1–32.
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themes that we find in Figure 11 can also be identified in F
 igure 3, but two of the
themes – the formulaic sequence theme (Conklin, Eyckmans, …) and the learning
words outside the classroom theme (Vanderplank, McCrostie, …) look like strong
areas of research which do not have a large presence in Figure 3. Given the rapid
development of corpus technology at the current time, and the astonishing proliferation of vocabulary apps, I would expect to see these two clusters becoming
much more prominent in the future. However, the productive vocabulary cluster
(Jarvis, Segalowitz, Collins...) strikes me as one that is most likely to produce the
most significant influences in future maps. The sources in this cluster are methodologically innovative and show a level of mathematical sophistication that is not
always apparent in vocabulary research. This area is where I would expect to see
the most interesting growth in the future.

5. Conclusion
This paper has provided a detailed bibliometric analysis of the vocabulary
r esearch that appeared in System between 1976 and 2017. To a large extent, this
analysis was prompted by Lei and Liu’s 2019 thoughtful report of the more general research trends that appeared in System over the same period. My analysis is
narrower than Lei and Liu’s work. It deals only with vocabulary research, and it
uses a methodology that Lei and Liu do not apply to their much larger data set.
Lei and Liu’s paper does not specifically analyse the role of vocabulary research
in System, and they do not single out vocabulary as a specially important part of
the research published in System. However, Nation, Schmitt and Laufer all get a
mention in their list of highly cited authors (p. 10), vocabulary learning is noted as
an area of interest in “the teaching of specific skills” (p. 7) and Nation’s Teaching and learning vocabulary (1990) and Learning a vocabulary in another language
(2001/2013), and Read’s Assessing vocabulary (2000) are listed among the most frequently cited references (p. 9). So Lei and Liu are aware of the vocabulary thread
that appears in System, but their analysis does not capture what is going on in
vocabulary research in any detail.
Clearly, these comments are not intended as a criticism of Lei and Liu. Their
analysis of the System data set is concerned with much broader issues than the
ones I have addressed. Nonetheless, I hope that the detailed analysis presented
here has shown that it is a worthwhile exercise to shine the light of bibliometric methods, particularly co-citation analysis, onto small, highly focussed areas
of research, where bibliometric methods have not traditionally been employed.
Co-citation analysis seems capable of highlighting some subtle features of the way
vocabulary research is reported in this journal.
My original intention in writing this paper was to try to capture the
main trends of vocabulary research by looking in detail at the papers published
in a single journal between 1976 and 2017, and in particular to argue that the
vocabulary research in System shows some features of a first paradigm in development. The consolidation of a small core of sources that are cited by almost
all the papers in the data set is a clear indication of an orthodoxy falling into
place. My analysis has also hinted that this orthodoxy might be a temporary
Vocabulary Learning and Instruction, 9 (1), 1–32.
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state of affairs that could be affected by some easily anticipated demographic
changes. Of course, the analysis presented here covers only one journal, and the
journal covered is one with a rather special focus, so it is not clear whether we
can generalise from System to the field in general. More work on other journals
is necessary. In the meantime, I hope that this paper will help to make readers
of VLI more aware of some interesting features of the shifting landscape that is
vocabulary research.

Note
1.

I am grateful to John Read for pointing out that Cohen is very different
from the other two cases mapped in Figure 10. He is the only one of the
three to have published extensively since the 1990s, and remains an important source on vocabulary learning strategies. See, in particular, Cohen and
Wang (2019).
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Abstract

Loanwords in Japanese that share form and meaning with English
words are referred to as Japanese-English cognates (e.g., ラジオ /radӡio/
“radio”) and are of fundamental concern for researchers concerned with
vocabulary learning and instruction. This concern is reflected in the
growing body of research into Japanese-English cognates in applied linguistics, which has addressed a wide range of questions in different contexts and with various methodologies. However, the research relevant to
applied linguists appears not only in various domestic and international
learning- and teaching-focused publications, but also in the feeder disciplines of linguistics, sociolinguistics and psycholinguistics. Consequently, identifying published research on Japanese-English cognates
presents a considerable challenge for the applied linguist, which may in
turn hinder progression in the field. Therefore, this a rticle reports a comprehensive yet non-exhaustive literature search, which yielded a corpus
of 130 research publications, for which a full reference list is provided.
Furthermore, an overview and synthesis of the research is given, illustrating how cognates are typically treated in the feeder disciplines and in
studies f ocusing on language learning and/or teaching, and assessment.
Based on this synthesis, the following key areas for future research are
identified: learners’ identification and use of cognates in English, their
knowledge of loanwords in Japanese, their attitudes and beliefs towards
cognates, researchers’ categorisation of cognates, whether classroom
teaching approaches to cognates impact learning outcomes, and the
extent of the cognate advantage in a range of assessment formats.
Keywords: loanword; cognate; Japanese-English; gairaigo; overview;
synthesis;

1. Background
Around half of the most common 10,000 words in English have been borrowed into
Japanese, and around a quarter of the loanwords are highly frequent in Japanese,
making them familiar to Japanese speakers (Allen, 2018b). Because of the potential
for positive transfer of Japanese L1 knowledge to English language learning, educators have been advised to consider their role in English as a F
 oreign L
 anguage
(EFL) learning in Japan (e.g., Daulton, 2008a; Ringbom, 2007). However, research
into cognates in applied linguistics is hampered by the fact that relevant studies
appear in a wide range of domestic and international publications and across a
number of distinct fields of study. Consequently, identifying relevant research
Please cite this article as: Allen, D. (2020). An Overview and Synthesis of Research on English
Loanwords in Japanese. Vocabulary Learning and Instruction, 9 (1), 33–50. https://doi.org/10.7820/
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into Japanese-English cognates presents a considerable challenge for researchers.
Therefore, my aim here is to survey the literature on Japanese-English cognates and
provide a comprehensive reference list as a resource for facilitating further r esearch.
In addition, I provide an overview and synthesis of the research, showing how these
cognates are treated differently in three linguistics-related disciplines, while consolidating research in areas relevant to vocabulary learning, teaching and assessment.
By doing this, gaps in knowledge are identified for further research which addresses
the following three broad questions: (1) How do Japanese-English cognates impact
English language learning? (2) How should teachers treat them in the classroom?
and (3) How do they affect test performance? After briefly examining the definitions, I will describe the method and findings of the literature review. Finally, I will
discuss the possible directions for future loanword research in Japan.

1.1. Definitions
This article deals with Japanese-English translation pairs, such as テーブル /teeburu/ and table. From a linguistic perspective, the Japanese word is a loanword
derived from a genetically unrelated language, English. From a psycholinguistic
perspective, the Japanese and English words are cognate because they are perceived to share both phonological form and meaning. Because this article is primarily focused on language learning and instruction, I will generally use the term
Japanese-English cognates to refer to word pairs such as table-テーブル. I will use
the term loanword when referring specifically to the Japanese word, particularly in
contexts where language learning is not the primary objective of study.

2. Method
To survey the literature on Japanese-English cognates, I first searched my own
bank of articles and books. Then, using Google Scholar, Academia.edu, ResearchGate, the National Institute of Informatics and the National Diet Library
Digital Collections, I searched for articles with the keywords loan, loanword, cognate, gairaigo, Japanese and English. I thereafter examined publications of two
Japan-based organisations: Japan Association of Language Teaching (JALT) and
Japan Association of College English Teachers (JACET).
As my search generated thousands of hits across various fields, I limited the
types of publications and topics. Published work had to be in English, peer-reviewed and freely available on the Internet to those with typical institutional access to academic publications. Unpublished PhD, MA and BA theses, conference
abstracts and slides, and articles without full bibliographical information were
excluded. Finally, my search was primarily aimed at journal research, but relevant
books and chapters were included.
Regarding topics, I focused primarily on research relevant to vocabulary
learning, teaching and assessment in the EFL context of Japan. I omitted research in other languages (e.g., English words borrowed from Japanese), lexicography, natural language processing and artificial intelligence. Then, I categorised
publications into “feeder disciplines” with three subcategories of “linguistics,”
Vocabulary Learning and Instruction, 9 (1), 33–50.
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Table 1. Categorical divisions
Category

Subcategory

Applied linguistics

Learning and Teaching
Assessment
Linguistics
Psycholinguistics
Sociolinguistics
Total

Feeder disciplines

No. included

Domestic

54
13
12
17
34
130

38
8
2
1
5
54

International
16
5
10
16
29
76

“psycholinguistics” and “sociolinguistics,” and into “applied linguistics” with
subcategories of “learning and teaching” and “assessment.” This was difficult as
many publications seem to cover several subcategories. For example, many books
on Japanese loanwords describe both their linguistic and sociolinguistic characteristics. Moreover, because of an abundance of research in the feeder disciplines,
I include only what I identified as the most relevant. Needless to say, given the
restricted scope, as well as the possibility of having overlooked some research
publications, this review should not be treated as a complete history of loanword/
cognate research nor definitive of the popularity of such research in each field.
At the end of the above process, I had identified 130 publications that focused on Japanese-English cognates (Table 1). As Table 1 shows, the majority of
applied linguistics research was found in domestic publications, while research in
the feeder disciplines tended to be found in international journals. This observation highlights the interest in Japanese-English cognates held by teacher-researchers in Japan as well as their tendency to publish domestically.
An additional 27 articles were identified as relevant, but I was unable to
access them online and thus they are not included. In this article, I focus primarily on the applied linguistics papers. However, as the feeder disciplines provide
essential background knowledge for applied linguists, I will begin by briefly summarising them.

3. Results
3.1. Linguistics
Linguists provide descriptions of loanwords based on analysis of form and function, including phonology, morphology, syntax, semantics and pragmatics. They
describe the processes involved in loanword adaptation including insertion (epenthesis) and deletion of sounds in the borrowed word so that they fit the Japanese
sound structure. Many researchers have provided such linguistic descriptions, in
varying degrees of specificity, for instance, Daulton (2008a), Hoffer, Beard and
Honna (1983), Irwin (2011), Kay (1995) and Shibatani (1990). These descriptions
are useful for understanding Japanese loanwords and how they are adapted from
English, and as such may be aimed specifically at English-speaking learners of
Japanese (e.g., Igarashi, 2007; Ozaki, 2014). Many linguists also seek to uncover
the rules and processes of loanword adaptation, which provide evidence for
Vocabulary Learning and Instruction, 9 (1), 33–50.
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theorising an underlying phonological grammar. The relative importance of phonological knowledge, speech perception and other factors is debated by researchers such as Kaneko and Iverson (2009), Kubozono (2002, 2006) and Smith (2006).

3.2. Psycholinguistics
Psycholinguists are interested primarily in the cognitive processes underlying
language acquisition and use. Researchers have used Japanese loanwords to investigate how L1 knowledge shapes the perception and production of foreign
words/non-words (Dupoux, Kakehi, Hirose, Pallier & Mehler, 1999; Nomura &
Ishikawa, 2018; Peperkamp, Vendelin & Nakamura, 2008; Sumiya & Healy, 2008;
Vendelin & Peperkamp, 2004; Weber, Broersma, & Aoyagi, 2011; Yazawa, Konishi, Hanzawa, Short & Kondo, 2015) or how latent L2 knowledge may influence
L1 knowledge (Tamaoka & Miyaoka, 2003). Studies have described the features of
Japanese-English cognates (Allen & Conklin, 2014) and demonstrated cross-linguistic effects with them in masked priming experiments (Allen, Conklin & Van
Heuven, 2015; Ando, Matsuki, Sheridan & Jared, 2015; Nakayama, Sears, Hino
& Lupker, 2012; Nakayama, Verdonschot, Sears & Lupker, 2014). Perhaps most
relevant, however, is the research that investigates the cognate effect, which refers
to the observation that cognates are recognised and produced faster and more
accurately than non-cognates. Recent studies have demonstrated the cognate effect in L2 English with L1 Japanese speakers (Allen & Conklin, 2013; Hoshino &
Kroll, 2008; Lupker, Nakayama & Perea, 2015; Miwa, Dijkstra, Bolger & Baayen,
2014; Nakayama, Sears, Hino & Lupker, 2013; Taft, 2002), revealing that Japanese
speakers use L1 knowledge implicitly when using English. The most important
factors mediating this effect appear to be L2 proficiency, the degree of perceived
phonological and semantic similarity, and cognate frequency.

3.3. Sociolinguistics
Sociolinguists provide insights into the social functions of loanwords and what
they tell us about the society in which they are used. Research appears in both
Japan-oriented journals, such as Japan Forum and Japanese Studies, and English-oriented journals, notably World Englishes and English Today. A solid body
of work exists on, broadly speaking, the impact of loanwords on the Japanese
language (e.g., Hoffer, 1990; Iwasaki, 1994; Kay, 1995; Loveday, 1996; Stanlaw,
1987, 2004; Tomoda, 1999). Studies describe the social factors influencing the
adoption of loanwords (Honna, 1995); government policy towards the adoption
of loanwords (Kowner & Rosenhouse, 2001); the functions and users of loanwords
(Hogan, 2003; Honna, 1995; Loveday, 1996; Morrow, 1987; Rebuck, 2002); attitudes towards loanwords varying by age, level of education and profession (Aono,
2014; Loveday, 1996; Matsuda, 2003; Mielick, 2017); and loanword functions
within discourse (Hayashi & Hayashi, 1995) and within specific social groups
(Zeserson, 2001). Research has focused on specific text genres in which loanwords
are prevalent, such as signs (MacGregor, 2003), advertisements (Sherry & Camargo, 1987; Takahashi, 1990; Tosa, 2017), magazines (Haarmann, 1986; Rouault
& Okamoto, 2010), television (Ishikawa & Rubrecht, 2008, 2009) and pop music
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(Moody, 2006). Loanwords also feature in research focused on how English is
used in Japan (Barrs, 2011b, 2015; Honna, 1995; Hyde, 2002; Iwasaki, 1994; Kay,
1986; McKenzie, 2008; Seargeant, 2005). Articles discussing “Japanised English”
and wasei-eigo reveal not only interest but also concern about this type of English
found in Japan (Koscielecki, 2006; Seaton, 2001; Smith, 1974).

3.4. Applied Linguistics: Learning and Teaching
Applied linguists seek to understand how cognates are learnt, and how they should
be taught, in real-life contexts. In terms of learner populations, Japanese-English
cognate research has focused almost exclusively on university/college students,
while few studies have dealt with high school (Inagawa, 2007), junior high school
(Uchida, 2001, 2007) and elementary school students (Berendt, Kurosaki, Maeda,
Matsui, & Ochi, 2005), and teachers or other populations (Daulton, 2008b;
Racine, 2008; Spring, 2018). In terms of stance, most research takes a positive
view on cognates while being cognisant of the potential problems that may arise.
Only a handful of discursive essays (Martin, 2004; Sheperd, 1996) take a notable
negative stance. In the following, I attempt to synthesise research into themes that
became apparent during the literature review.
3.4.1. Word lists
One research aim has been to identify the proportion of items in English wordlists
that are cognate in Japanese; for example, 45.2% of the 3,000 most frequent words
of the BNC (Daulton, 2003b, 2007, 2008a); 47.9% of 2,918 high-frequency headwords in the BNC (Yokokawa, 2009); 49% of the 10,000 most frequent words in the
BNC-COCA (Allen, 2018b); 59% or 27% in the AWL (Allen, 2018b and Daulton,
2005, respectively); and 10.8% of the first 2,000 words in the JACET 8000 (Barrs,
2013a, 2013b). Other studies have discussed the creation of wordlists with reference to cognates: by using Sketch Engine (Barrs, 2014); by analysing the linguistic
environment of 10-year-olds in Japan (Berendt et al., 2005); and by removing cognates (Rogers, Bonnah, Daulton, DuQuette, & Montgomery, 2017).

3.4.2. Cognates in English language use
Cognate use in learner writing has been investigated through paragraph writing
(Daulton, 2003c, 2007) and essay writing (Millar, 2006; Struc & Wood, 2015). Struc
and Wood’s study is the most comprehensive, utilising a corpus of essays written
by 170 learners and 29 native speakers. The authors tentatively conclude that their
data support the “borrowed word effect” (Daulton, 2007), that is, a preference
for the use of cognates. A preference for cognates over plausible alternatives was
also shown in Brown (1995). He used a sentence completion task with four equally
plausible options, one of which was a cognate, and found that participants chose
the cognate at least twice as often as other options.
Masson (2013) investigated rated word knowledge and accuracy of cognate use
in sentence writing for different categories of loanwords. Learners overestimated
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their knowledge of “false friends” most often, but made more errors with the more
semantically similar “true” and “convergent” cognates. This finding suggests that L1
knowledge does not necessarily transfer to accuracy in L2 use. Nakao (2013, 2016)
and Mackenzie (2014) also investigated sentence writing and provided examples of
possible phonological and/or semantic interference when using cognates in English.
Learners’ receptive knowledge of English cognate words, in addition to false
friends and synforms, was investigated by Mackenzie (2014). Learners’ knowledge
of different senses of cognate English words has been investigated twice (Racine,
2008, 2011). Using a word association task with learners and native speakers, Racine investigated depth of lexical knowledge for English words that were assumed
to be cognate or non-cognate in Japanese.
3.4.3. Knowledge of Japanese loanwords
Learners’ receptive knowledge of loanwords in Japanese has also been investigated. Using pictures, Berendt et al. (2005) checked elementary school students’
knowledge of different Japanese loanwords, and different loanword senses (e.g.,
dark: at night, no light). Other studies have focused on undergraduates’ L1 knowledge, and notably have varied in the scale they used to assess familiarity. Daulton
(2003b, 2005) has used a triple-choice method (yes/no/don’t know). For instance,
in Daulton (2003b, 2004a, 2010), he found that of 1,231 Japanese loanwords from
Mainichi News Corpus, 75.5% of all loanwords were recognised; this figure increased to 89% if they occurred in both the corpus and a loanword dictionary
(Daulton, 2003b). Nobis (2012) used a three-point scale (1 = not recognised, 2 =
recognized but not used, and 3 = recognized and used) and found that Japanese
learners knew 92% of a sample (n = 1,292) of loanwords drawn from Japanese
manga. Finally, Allen (2018b) used ratings on a seven-point scale (from 1= I have
never used the word to 7 = I use it every day) and found that learners’ familiarity
with 246 loanwords of English words from the BNC-COCA correlated significantly (r = 0.75) with Japanese corpus frequency data.
Five studies have investigated Japanese students’ knowledge of Japanised
English (wasei-eigo). In Hatanaka and Pannell (2016), Japanese speakers knew the
meanings of all wasei-eigo items but some believed they also existed in English.
Meanwhile, Meerman and Tamaoka (2009) observed over 80% accuracy for the
majority of items. Comparing wasei-eigo with loanwords, Kurahashi (2011) argued
that “it is more difficult to guess English words from Japanized English loanwords
than non-Japanized ones” (p. 111). Finally, in a different type of study, Goddard
(2018) replicated Norman (2012) asking learners to categorise words into waseieigo, loanwords or non-words. In both studies, average categorisation accuracy
was around 50%, suggesting a potential lack of knowledge about the difference
between loanwords and wasei-eigo.
3.4.4. Categorization of cognates
A notable feature of research in applied linguistics is the tendency to categorise
Japanese-English cognates into different semantic categories. This trend appeared as early as Nagasawa (1958), but more recently has been re-energised by
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Emi Uchida’s PhD research in 2001 in which Japanese loanwords are categorised
as true cognates, convergent cognates, divergent cognates, close false friends, distant
false friends and Japanised English. Numerous researchers have discussed and/
or utilised this framework (Daulton, 2008a; Masson, 2013; Nakao, 2013; Spring,
2018; Van Benthuysen, 2010). However, Van Benthuysen (2010) makes a pertinent
observation: “there can still be some ambiguity and it can be a problem deciding
into which category a word should be placed” (p. 258). In another study, Inagawa
(2007) made five different categories based on formal and semantic characteristics: (1) straightforward, (2) morphological modification, (3) semantic modification, (4) speech modification and (5) wasei-eigo. Finally, Berendt et al. (2005) used
a category scheme for identifying loanwords in Japanese that would be useful for
teaching English in the elementary school context. Their scheme was not only
context-specific, but also involved distinguishing words based on formal and semantic correspondence.

3.4.5. Cognate Identification processes
The factors involved in identifying cognates have received limited attention. In
the work of Uchida (2001, 2007), junior high school students wrote the Japanese
loanword translation of English words; learners could “guess” half of the cognates
based on formal overlap, and although they were initially better at identifying
orally presented cognates, their skill in identifying cognates in written form grew
over 3 years to equal that of spoken identification. In Van Benthuysen (2004),
university students read 30 English words and they wrote the cognate in Japanese
if they knew it. Higher proficiency students produced more cognates, suggesting
that knowing and/or being able to pronounce the words in English assisted cognate identification. Thus, both Uchida and Van Benthuysen’s studies suggest a role
of proficiency in cognate identification. In addition, Daulton (2008b) conducted a
think-aloud cognate identification task and interviews with two advanced learners to investigate whether they used loanword knowledge to identify words and
found that while one reported relying heavily on cognate knowledge, the other did
not. This suggests that L2 cognate identification may involve an explicit strategy
in addition to the implicit processing demonstrated in psycholinguistic studies.
3.4.6. Beliefs and attitudes
Beliefs and attitudes towards cognates have also been of interest to applied linguists (Daulton, 2011; Kurahashi, 2011; Olah, 2007; Spring, 2018), crossing over
with the work in sociolinguistics (e.g., Matsuda, 2003). Daulton (2011:11) investigated the hypothesis that a “gairaigo bias” exists among learners, but found those
in his study “generally do not suffer from a gairaigo bias.” Olah (2007) also investigated university students’ views and found little evidence for a negative attitude towards cognates; on the contrary, he also found that students believed
they should be taught about them in English classes. In contrast, Kurahashi (2011)
reported that her students were “not interested in making use of loanwords for
English vocabulary learning” (p. 111). The learners in Daulton’s (2011) study did,
however, report that their teachers in junior and senior high schools refrained
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from speaking about cognates in class and that, in the learners’ views, the teachers
did not think they were useful. Spring (2018) followed up on this and interviewed
four Japanese teachers of English about their beliefs. He concluded that they had
a “gairaigo bias,” although this claim was not strongly supported in the interview
data. Finally, both researchers (e.g., Sheperd, 1996; Smith, 1997) and students (in
Daulton, 2011) appear to agree that pronunciation problems are perhaps the most
problematic aspect of Japanese-English cognates.
3.4.7. Teaching
Relatively few publications focus solely on teaching cognates. Only four studies
describe lesson plans for teaching cognates (Barrs, 2012, 2013c; Rebuck, 2007;
Smith, 1997), while others describe lesson ideas and materials for classroom use
(Barrs, 2011a; Ferreira, 2011; Simon-Maeda, 1995; Olah, 2007). Most often, recommendations are provided at the end of a paper that is otherwise focused on
non-teaching issues. This may reflect an editorial tendency to require recommendations in applied linguistics papers.
One of the most emphasised recommendations has been to teach the English
pronunciation of cognates (Martin, 2004; Ogasawara, 2008; Olah, 2007; Smith,
1997). Smith (1997) presents a sample lesson activity and approach to subsequent
lessons to raise awareness of, practise and assess the pronunciation of cognate
English words.
Many teachers recommend teaching the semantic variations between cognates
in Japanese and English. Inagawa (2014) recommends using a corpus approach to
make cross-linguistic comparisons, while Rebuck (2007) provides a lesson plan to
raise students’ awareness of loanword functions in Japanese and the differences in
use across languages. Barrs’ (2012, 2013c) lesson plan raises awareness of cognate
convergence and divergence by focusing on the English visually present in Japanese
society. Simon-Maeda (1995) uses an example of negotiation exchange during conversation in which a learner uses a loanword compound that diverges from English
usage (i.e., チャームポイント, lit. ‘charm point,” meaning “charming feature”). She
suggests presenting such dialogues and having students identify a misused cognate
and the interlocutor’s repair. Finally, following the trend to categorise cognates,
some researchers (Ferreira, 2011; Inagawa, 2007) suggest treating them differently
according to their semantic category. To teach these cross-linguistic differences,
some researchers advocate using Japanese in the classroom (Uchida, 2007:12), learning Japanese (Daulton, 1998) and learning about loanwords in Japanese (Olah, 2007).
Other researchers advocate the use of word lists in teaching. Barrs (2011a)
offers various practical classroom activities for using cognate lists derived from
everyday fliers. Ferreira (2011:367) advocates providing students with lists of
English-Japanese cognates (e.g., Daulton, 2003a) and having them complete

“vocabulary learning sheets,” which function as detailed flashcards for explicit
vocabulary learning (see also Daulton, 2008a). Olah (2007:185–186) suggests separating English vocabulary lists in textbooks into cognates and non-cognates.
Daulton (1998, 2004b, 2008a) has further recommended that students must
have confidence in their intuitions, use context when guessing and learn English
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affixes for productivity. Also, based on her findings, Uchida (2001) suggests presenting cognates firstly in spoken form and then in visual form, especially to beginners with limited word reading abilities. Finally, contrary to the trends noted
above, a few authors have suggested not focusing on cognates because they can be
assumed to be known (Daulton, 1998; Olah, 2007; Rogers et al., 2017), especially
in the case of advanced learners (Daulton, 2005:13).

3.5. Applied Linguistics: Assessment
The issue of cognates in tests for Japanese learners of English was discussed at
least 20 years ago (Aizawa, 1998), but most articles appeared in the last decade,
suggesting an emerging area of research. The studies generally support the claim
that English words that are cognate in Japanese are more accurately responded
to than those that are not. However, differences exist in how researchers have
defined cognates and assessed their impact. Most researchers adopted a binary
cognate/non-cognate distinction, while some differentiated cognates in terms of
their frequency in Japanese (Allen, 2018a; Bennett & Stoeckel, 2014). Six studies focused on cognates in tests of vocabulary size (Aizawa, 1998; Allen, 2018a;
Jordan, 2012; Laufer & McLean, 2016; Mizumoto & Shimamoto, 2008; Willis &
Ohashi, 2012). The study of Laufer and McLean (2016) is one of the more complex designs in terms of distinguishing between both learner proficiencies and test
formats (form recall, meaning recall and form recognition). Other studies investigated the cognate effect in multiple-choice receptive tests (Stoeckel & Bennett,
2013), yes/no tests (Stubbe, 2010, 2014; Stubbe, Hoke & O’Sullivan, 2013), cloze
tests (Rogers, Webb & Nakata, 2014) and translation tests (Stubbe, 2014; Stubbe
et al., 2013; Stubbe & Yokomitsu, 2012). The work of Mizumoto and Shimamoto
(2008) is the only study to consider auditory presentation of cognate items in
tests, finding that college students scored significantly higher in the visual mode
than the auditory mode, regardless of their proficiency. Only two studies used
tasks where test takers must produce a word, or a part of it (Laufer & McLean,
2016; Rogers et al., 2014).

4. Conclusions and Future Directions
While there has been a considerable amount of research conducted regarding
cognates in the Japanese EFL context, there are clearly many knowledge gaps
remaining. Based on the research themes identified above, I will discuss what I see
as areas that require further research.
• Learners’ use of cognates in English: The extent to which cross-linguistic factors influence cognate use in English production, both in writing and speech,
is far from understood. The fact that learners rely on high-frequency words,
and many common cognates are high frequency in English, makes it difficult
to explain the apparent preference for cognates in production. This is an interesting yet challenging area for future studies. Also, research has yet to sufficiently demonstrate how knowledge of Japanese loanword senses influences
L2 English knowledge and use.
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• Knowledge of loanwords in Japanese: Research shows that learners have a
somewhat limited knowledge of loanwords in Japanese, which is unsurprising
given the number that exists. However, it is still necessary for researchers to
ascertain whether learners know, or are likely to know, the loanwords in a
particular study. Further research is thus needed into an objective method of
estimating L1 loanword knowledge for specific populations.
• Categorisation of cognates: While some categorisation may be required
in certain research designs, it is far from certain that categories, such as
“true cognates,” “divergent cognates” and “Japanised English,” are helpful
for learners, teachers or researchers. Future research must consider the
validity of such categorical approaches and whether there is any benefit in
using them over a simpler, gradient approach to cross-linguistic semantic
similarity.
• Cognate identification: There is very little research looking at the role of cognate knowledge in guessing unknown words in authentic English reading and
listening tasks. Moreover, little is known about the cognate strategies that
learners may employ in such tasks.
• Attitudes and beliefs: There is a distinct lack of rich, qualitative data on
teacher and learner views on the teaching and learning of cognates. In-depth
interviews, rather than surveys, would provide the kind of data needed to
investigate beliefs and attitudes that may impact teaching and learning of
cognates.
• Teaching: While many recommendations concerning classroom approaches to
cognates have been provided, as well as a few good lesson plans, there is currently no evidence that any of these approaches makes a difference in learning
outcomes, in other words, that any of them actually benefits learning above
and beyond what is currently done in classrooms. This in itself may explain
any perceived reluctance (if there is any) to treat cognates any differently from
non-cognates in the classroom.
• Assessment: Future work in assessment must determine whether the cognate
advantage extends to a variety of task formats, especially those eliciting productive knowledge. Decisions will also need to be made about how to control for
cognates in a variety of tests, not only placement tests but also high stakes tests.
To conclude, I hope to have represented the research on loanwords/cognates
in a fair and balanced manner. While I expect some readers may disagree with
my categorisations and inferences, I nevertheless hope this review will encourage
further research into this fascinating and important area of study.
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Abstract

Vocabulary learning is unarguably one of the sub-goals in every
language classroom. The learning and teaching of vocabulary have
been transformed by the development of general word lists, providing
compilations of the most prevalent vocabulary items used in everyday
contexts. These lists have made an invaluable contribution to the field
of applied linguistics in terms of both research and pedagogy; they
have assisted the learning, teaching and testing of vocabulary; and they
have also been widely used in materials development and vocabulary
research. However, if they are to be utilised effectively, it is important
to understand the characteristics of these word lists. Thus, this article
offers a review of the various general word lists presently available with
the aim of assisting English as a Foreign Language (EFL)/English as
a Second Language (ESL) practitioners in making informed decisions
regarding the choice and utility of these word lists in their practices.

1. Introduction
Learning vocabulary is a complex process that requires learners to familiarise
themselves not only with the form but also with the variety of meanings carried
by a given lexical item (Brezina & Gablasova, 2015). The learning and teaching
of vocabulary have been transformed by the development of word lists with their
primary purpose to expose learners to the most frequently occurring lexical items
in the contexts in which they need to operate. Such word lists can “guide both
English teacher and student attention and efforts for both comprehension and production of English vocabulary” (Lessard-Clouston, 2013, p. 299). In addition to
learning, “[w]ord lists lie at the heart of good vocabulary course design, the development of graded materials for extensive listening and extensive reading, research
on vocabulary load, and vocabulary test development” (Nation, 2016, p. xi). Thus,
the importance of word lists in research and pedagogy seems indisputable as they
provide compilations of vocabulary in common use in various contexts, ranging
from everyday English to more specialised contexts such as specific professions
or academic disciplines. These various contexts in which word lists are used reflect Nation’s (2001) distinction between four kinds of vocabulary: high-frequency
words, technical words, low-frequency words and academic words. High-frequency
words occur in various uses of the language and have a large coverage of texts,
while low-frequency words do not occur with high frequencies and cover only small
proportions of texts. Technical words are prevalent in a specific subject or topic
area, and academic words are frequently used in a wide range of academic texts
(Nation, 2001). Given the importance of high-frequency vocabulary for L2 learners
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of English, and thereby the role that general word lists can play in the learning and
teaching of such vocabulary items, this article focuses on general word lists providing compilations of high-frequency vocabulary. It starts with the oldest compilation of general words, namely, West’s (1953) General Service List of English Words,
followed by two new General Service Lists (Brezina & Gablasova, 2015; Browne et
al., 2013) created in response to West’s List. Next, Nation’s (2006, 2012) BNC2000
and British National Corpus (BNC)/Corpus of Contemporary American English
(COCA) word lists are discussed. Finally, the most recent Essential Word List
(Dang & Webb, 2016a) is focused on. The article concludes with an overview of the
main characteristics of the reviewed word lists and their pedagogical implications.

2. General word lists
2.1. The General Service List of English Words
One of the most widely used general word lists is West’s (1953) General S
 ervice
List of English Words (GSL). What is commonly known as the GSL, however, is
in fact a revised version of the ‘Interim Report on Vocabulary Selection’ (Faucett
et al., 1936), which resulted from the aim to “simplify English for learners” by
finding “the minimum number of words that could operate together in constructions capable of entering into the greatest variety of contexts” (West, 1953, p. v).
The report contained a list of approximately 2,000 words “considered suitable as
the basis of vocabulary for learning English as a foreign language” (West, 1953,
p. vii). So as to target a specific linguistic need, which was seen in selecting core
vocabulary items of general application relevant to foreign language instruction,
the report was revised by Dr. Michael West, whereby the GSL was conceived. The
discussion of the GSL first focusses on its characteristics and influence in both
research and pedagogy, followed by its evaluation.
The GSL was built on the basis of a 5-million word corpus of written English
using quantitative measures of word frequency and several qualitative criteria
(including ease or difficulty of learning, necessity, stylistic level, and intensive and
emotional words) (West, 1953, pp. ix–x). The resulting GSL contains the most frequently used 2,000 word families in English divided into the first and second most
frequent 1,000 words listed alphabetically. The GSL was extensively revised by
Paul Nation in the early 1990s, which resulted in numerous inflected and derived
forms being added (e.g., broader and broadly under broad) together with numbers,
months, days of the week and letters of the alphabet, and some compound forms
(e.g., broadcast) being excluded (Stoeckel, 2019).
The GLS has been widely used in pedagogical practice, where it has served
as a basis for introducing students to the most common English words. It has
also been used as the non-academic baseline for the development of the Academic
Word List (Coxhead, 2000). In addition, it has contributed to vocabulary research
with a number of analytical tools having incorporated the GSL, including the
Compleat Lexical Tutor (called VocabProfile) (Cobb, n.d.), the Range (Nation
& Heatley, 1994) and AntWordProfiler (Anthony, 2013). However, despite its
far-reaching influence in both research and pedagogy, the GSL has been subject
to criticism, which is discussed next.
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Inevitably, due to the changes that have occurred in the English language
and culture since the GSL’s creation in the 1950s, some of the words contained in
the list are used less frequently and hence are of less relevance today (e.g., coal,
vessel, ornament, telegraph, milk-maid, cart, oar, merchant, mill, bless, grace, preach
and shilling), while some words in frequent use today (e.g., computer, astronaut,
internet and television) are not included (Brezina & Gablasova, 2015; Browne,
2014; Paquot, 2010; Richards, 1974). Similarly, owing to the advances in corpus
techniques, the size of the source corpus used for the GSL’s compilation may be
regarded as somewhat limited in its scope by modern standards.
A further potential weakness of the GSL can be seen in the fact that West
did not use a systematic definition of what constituted a word: “No attempt has
been made to be rigidly consistent in the method used for displaying the words:
each word has been treated as a separate problem, and the sole aim has been clearness” (West, 1953, p. viii). Another criticism relates to the selection of the words
included in the GSL, as noted by Richards (1974), who found inconsistencies with
certain vocabulary items belonging to the semantic category of animals (e.g., bear,
cat and horse) being included, but others (e.g., tiger, lion and fox) being excluded.
Similarly, the category of occupations includes doctor, teacher and nurse, for
instance, but plumber or carpenter is omitted. Another potential limitation of the
GSL concerns its derivation from a corpus comprising written English, meaning
that words common in spoken English are under-represented in the lists.
The use of word families as an organising principle has also been regarded
as a limitation, particularly for pedagogical uses with lower level learners with
limited word building skills. A word family refers to “a base word and all its derived and inflected forms that can be understood by a learner without having
to learn each form separately” (Bauer & Nation, 1993, p. 253). While the word
family principle assumes that little effort is required for the recognition of other
members of the word family once the base word is known, this presents the problem of the different meanings of the words belonging to the same word family.
For example, the word family impose contains the following members: impose
(headword), imposed, imposes, imposing, imposition. As word families do not distinguish between word classes, in the example above the adjectival and verbal uses
of the form imposing (as in an imposing building versus stop imposing your beliefs
on me) are merged. Among further examples are please and unpleasantly or part
and particle (included in the same word family in West’s GSL), clearly demonstrating the problem with assuming that the meanings of the words contained in
the same word family will be easily deduced once the learners are familiar with
the headword (Brezina & Gablasova, 2015, p. 4). A further issue with the principle
of word families is the assumption that learners possess adequate morphological
skills, which, some argue, is arrived at much later than the knowledge of inflectional word relationships (Gardner & Davies, 2014).
Another frequently cited limitation is based on Engels’s (1968) study exploring the range (i.e., occurrence across texts) and coverage (i.e., proportion of a text
covered by a certain number of words) of the GSL. In his study, Engels (1968)
analysed 10 randomly selected texts of 1,000 words each and reported that the
first 1,000 word families appeared in up to 9 out of 10 texts and accounted for
approximately 70% of the words in the texts, while the second 1,000 word families
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failed to occur across enough texts and represented less than 10% of the words.
Engels (1968) thus criticised the second 1,000 word families for their low coverage
and a limited range. His findings are, however, challenged by Gilner (2011), who
points out that Engels’s (1968) methodology is defective and hence his conclusion
that the GSL lacks coverage and range is flawed. Specifically, Gilner (2011) points
out that even if the ten 1,000-word texts used in Engels’s (1968) study contained exclusively GSL words uniformly distributed across the texts, each GSL item could
not appear in more than three texts. Gilner (2011) thus claims that it is unrealistic
to expect an informative measure of range as the texts used in Engels’s (1968)
study were not sufficiently long for the second 1,000 word families to occur, and
concludes that Engels’s (1968) methodology “is clearly defective and the paper’s
conclusion that the GSL lacks range is evidently coerced by its own methodology”
(p. 71). Gilner (2011) has, therefore, shown that although the GSL has often been
criticised on grounds of range and coverage following Engels’s (1968) study, these
criticisms are unjustified.
The methodological principles involving subjective measures have also attracted criticism. Among these is the ease of learning. According to this principle,
several words were included based on the similarity of the word form without
meeting the criterion of frequency, meaning that the GSL contains vocabulary
items which may be easily learned by learners, but which are relatively infrequent
in spoken or written contexts (Brezina & Gablasova, 2015). The criterion of necessity, which was intended to ensure that all necessary ideas are covered in the
wordlist, can also be regarded as problematic. This is mainly due to the rapid
changes in the modern society, meaning that it may be difficult to establish what
necessary ideas are. For instance, according to West (1953), despite its relatively
low frequency, the verb preserve (food) represented a necessary idea as it subsumes
others (e.g., freezing and canning) which cannot be explained without the use of
the hypernym preserve. However, a present-day learner may find the verb preserve
less important (Brezina & Gablasova, 2015). Another subjective criterion used
by West relates to stylistic and emotional neutrality intended to result in only
stylistically unmarked words being selected for inclusion in the GSL, which serve
the function of communicating ideas rather than expressing emotions. The issue
with this criterion is two-fold: it presupposes that neutral expression of ideas is
the primary language function sought by English learners and it excluded some
stylistically marked vocabulary items with high frequency (Brezina & Gablasova,
2015). Due to the limitations of the GSL, there have been several attempts to replace this list, discussed next.

2.2. The New General Service List
To mark the 60th anniversary of West’s GSL, Browne et al. (2013) announced
the creation of a New General Service List (NGSL). The aims of introducing the
NGSL were to update and expand the size of the source corpus (compared to the
GSL) intended to increase the validity of the word list; to compile a word list of
the most important high-frequency words useful for second language learners
of English, which would also give as high coverage of English texts as possible
with as few words as possible; to create a word list based on a clearer definition
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of what constitutes a word; and to generate a discussion among scholars and
teachers so as to revise the list (Browne, 2014).
The NGSL is based on a modified lexeme approach. Traditionally, the term
“lexeme” refers to “a group of related forms which share the same meaning and
belong to the same word class (part of speech)” (Biber et al., 1999, p. 54); in other
words, traditional lexemes include inflected forms of words but count homographs separately. For example, the polysemous noun time can refer to a period
or frequency. This difference in meaning would be distinguished in the lexeme
approach and time would count as two lexemes. Unlike the traditional definition
of lexeme, Browne et al. (2013) counted the headword in all its various parts of
speech and included all inflected forms. For instance, list would include the noun
and verb lists, the verb and adjective listed, the noun and verb listing, and the noun
listings. This approach differs from the word family approach taken in the GSL by
not including any of derived forms of a headword.
The NGSL is derived from a 273-million-word sub-section of the 2-billion-word
Cambridge English Corpus (CEC). Specifically, the following sub-corpora of the
CEC were utilised: learner, fiction, journals, magazines, non-fiction, radio, spoken, documents and TV. A number of computational procedures were then used
to combine the frequencies from the selected sub-corpora and to adjust for differences in their relative sizes. The final stage of the NGSL creation involved a
series of meetings between Browne et al. and Paul Nation regarding any potential
improvement of the list. Following this, the NGSL was compared to West’s GSL,
the BNC and COCA to ensure that important words were either included or excluded as necessary (Browne, 2014). The resulting NGSL contains approximately
2,800 high-frequency words.
The NGSL has addressed some of the criticisms of the GSL, namely, its basis
on a relatively small and dated corpus. However, the issue of different meanings
caused by the modified lexeme approach collapsing various grammatical classes
(and thereby words displaying different meanings) becomes apparent from the following vocabulary entries in the NGSL: figure (having a different meaning as a
verb and noun), mean (having a different meaning as an adjective, noun and verb),
novel (having a different meaning as an adjective and noun) or relative (having a
different meaning as an adjective and noun). Hence, although the NGSL can be
seen as an advance on the GSL in terms of the corpus size and currency, the above
examples of the different meanings caused by the modified lexeme approach illustrate that this approach to a word list creation remains its potential limitation.

2.3. The New General Service List
The New General Service List (new-GSL) developed by Brezina and
 ablasova (2015) is another response to the issues identified with West’s (1953)
G
GSL, particularly the criticisms concerning its age, coverage, utility, the qualitative criteria involved in the selection of the GSL items and its organising principle
based on word families. To address these issues, the new-GSL was derived from
four language corpora1 totalling over 12 billion words reflecting current language.
Furthermore, the vocabulary items contained in the new-GSL were extracted by
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purely quantitative measures using lemmas. A lemma refers to all inflectional
forms related to one stem which belong to the same part of speech (Kučera &
Francis, 1967, p. 1). In other words, according to a lemma principle, words with
the same base and different grammar (e.g., the singular and plural forms of the
same noun or the present and past tense of the same verb) are grouped together.
To illustrate the difference between the word family principle adopted in West’s
GSL and the lemma principle adopted for the compilation of the new-GSL, Brezina and Gablasova (2015, p. 4) use the example of the verb develop. A lemma with
the headword develop includes the inflectional verb forms develops, developed and
developing, whereas a word family with the same headword would additionally
include the nominal forms development, developments, developer and developers as
well as adjectival derivatives undeveloped and underdeveloped. As can be seen from
this example, the verbal and adjectival uses of developing are subsumed in one
word family. Hence, the use of lemmas was intended to result in a pedagogically
useful word list aimed at beginner learners of English who may possess limited
word building skills. The resulting new-GSL comprises 2,494 lemmas representing significantly fewer forms than West’s GSL with a comparable text coverage of
around 80% of the texts in the four source corpora (Brezina & Gablasova, 2015).
Therefore, it can be said that the new-GSL represents a more up-to-date
 icture of contemporary English than West’s GSL. Also, its foundation on lemp
mas instead of word families means that the new-GSL may be pedagogically more
useful to learners with a lower level of proficiency as it eliminates the issue of
meaning caused by the fact that grammatical parts of speech are not considered
by word families as well as the difficulties that derivational word forms in word
families may pose for these learners. Nevertheless, a potential limitation of the
new-GSL is the fact that predominantly the British variety of English is included,
which does not reflect the international character of English as an international
language. This has, however, been addressed by Brezina and Gablasova (2015,
p. 19) who note that preliminary findings of their study replicating this research
using American English corpora indicate that “there is surprisingly small variation between the two varieties in the most frequent vocabulary”. A further criticism could be seen in the use of purely quantitative approach for the creation
of the new-GSL; as a result, it “may not include words that are not very high in
frequency in written language but seem to be useful for L2 learning purposes such
as hey, hi, and ok” (Dang & Webb, 2016b, p. 136).

2.4. BNC2000 and BNC/COCA
The BNC2000 (Nation, 2006) contains the most frequent 2,000 word families from Nation’s (2006) 14 BNC lists (each containing 1,000 word families). The
14 BNC word family lists were derived from the 100-million-word BNC comprising predominantly written sources, which formed 90% of the corpus. Their creation was guided by the criteria of frequency, range (i.e., occurrence across texts)
and dispersion (i.e., evenness of distribution across different texts). These criteria were applied to a list of lemmas (not word families) obtained from the BNC,
which were subsequently used to divide the data into the 14 BNC word family
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lists, with some word families containing several lemmas. For example, the word
family of abbreviate subsumes the following members: abbreviate, abbreviates,
abbreviating, abbreviated, abbreviation and abbreviations, and consists of two
lemmas (i.e., abbreviate with four members and abbreviation with two members)
(Nation, 2006, p. 63). In addition, some subjective judgements were made. These
involved the inclusion of common spoken words such as months or weekdays, for
instance, despite their lower frequencies in the corpus. This was to minimise the
bias resulting from the more formal written component of the BNC.
One of the limitations of the BNC2000 could be seen in its bias towards
the British variety of English due to its derivation from the BNC. Furthermore,
owing to the more formal nature of the written texts contained in the BNC, the
BNC2000 may be less suitable in contexts with young learners aiming to improve
their conversational skills. To address these shortcomings, the BNC2000 was later
updated by including the most frequent word families from the COCA, leading to
the BNC/COCA word lists.
The BNC/COCA word lists consist of 29 lists of word families: 25 of the lists
contain 1,000 word families each (based on the criteria of frequency and range)
and the remaining four lists contain a list of proper names, e.g. Beatles, K
 uwait
or Melissa (21,662 word families); a list of marginal words including swear words,
exclamations and letters of the alphabet, e.g., oh, ouch or grr (38 word families); a
list of compounds, e.g., onlooker, postman or snowstorm (3,108 word families); and
a list of acronyms, e.g., ETA, TBC or UFO (1,083 word families). The BNC/COCA
was created from a specially designed 10-million word corpus comprising six million words of spoken English and four million words of written English obtained
from the BNC, the COCA and to a lesser extent from the Wellington Corpus of
Spoken New Zealand English (WSC). The inclusion of the American and New
Zealand varieties of English (derived from COCA and WSC, respectively) was
intended to avoid bias towards British English. The spoken English component
of the source corpus represented, for example, face-to-face and telephone conversations, movies and TV programmes, while the written English component was
based on texts for young children and general fiction, including letters or school
journals, for instance. The composition of the source corpus was intended to ensure that different varieties of English were represented and that the word list was
suitable for L2 learners by reflecting these learners’ needs for spoken language,
informal language and language used by children. The above-described source
corpus was used for the creation of the first 2,000 word families, whereas the third
1,000 word families were based on COCA/BNC rankings after removing the first
2,000 word families. Although the creation of the list was guided by range and
frequency, lower-frequency words (e.g., numbers and months) were also included
if they were considered useful for L2 learners.
One of the strengths of the BNC/COCA lies in “its teaching-oriented purpose
and its derivation from a corpus with a balance between spoken and written texts
from different sources, and different varieties of English” (Dang & Webb, 2016b,
p. 135). However, its organising principle based on word families means it may
be less useful for learners at a beginner level who possess limited morphological
knowledge.
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2.5. Essential Word List (EWL)
The Essential Word List (EWL) (Dang & Webb, 2016a) is intended to provide a starting point for English learners’ lexical development at a beginner level.
The creation of the EWL was based on the GSL, BNC2000, BNC/COCA and newGSL “by including the best items in terms of lexical coverage” from these existing
word lists (Dang & Webb, 2016a, p. 155). The rationale behind combining these
four lists was to achieve a greater coverage than any one of these lists. In contrast
to the other lists, the EWL is based on an expanded version of lemmas, so-called
flemmas, referring to lemmas which unlike the traditional definition of lemmas do
not separate parts of speech. For example, the verb developing and the adjective
developing represent different lemmas due to their different parts of speech, but
as a result of their identical forms are members of the same flemma. The flemmas
were used as an organising principle of the four lists forming the master list used
as a basis for the EWL creation, whereby the word families and lemmas in the four
lists were converted into flemmas and repeated items were excluded.
The resulting EWL contains 800 items comprising 624 lexical and 176 function words, which ought to enable learners at a beginner level to recognise over
60% of English words commonly used in both written and spoken texts. The EWL
is divided into 13 sub-lists (according to decreasing mean coverage), each containing 50 headwords (except sub-list 13 comprising 24 headwords). The size of the
sub-lists is intended to reflect the needs of individual English language courses,
meaning that the sub-lists should be “small enough to fit into individual courses
within an English language program” (Dang & Webb, 2016a, p. 167), while the
division into sub-lists aims to increase learning effectiveness by exposing learners
to the most useful items first. Another strength of the EWL relates to the use of
flemmas as an organising principle, which may be useful for learners with limited
receptive knowledge of inflectional and derivational word forms due to grouping different parts of speech (McLean, 2018), meaning that the EWL’s organising
principle does not require the learners to possess sophisticated morphological
knowledge. Furthermore, its division into lexical and function words and the
manageable sizes of the sub-lists may be regarded as a potential strength of the
EWL. These characteristics make the EWL particularly suitable for learners at a
beginner level (Dang & Webb, 2016a).

3. Summary and conclusion
Despite their common aim of providing a compilation of the most frequently
occurring vocabulary in everyday contexts, the above-reviewed general word lists
differ in a number of ways, including their age, size, source corpora and unit of
counting. A summary of the main features of the above-discussed lists is provided
in Table 1.
This article has provided an up-to-date overview of general word lists currently available with the aim of assisting EFL/ESL practitioners in making decisions with regard to the choice and utility of these word lists in their practices. It
has described the characteristics of the word lists and highlighted the differences
between them. The various characteristics of the word lists ought to be considered
Vocabulary Learning and Instruction, 9 (1), 51–61.

1953

2013

2015

2006

2012

2016

NGSL

new-GSL

BNC2000

BNC/COCA

EWL

Published

GSL

Word list

Source

12-billion words drawn from: the LOB corpus;
the BNC; the BE06 Corpus; EnTenTen12
100-million-word BNC
(90% written texts, 10% spoken texts)
10-milliion-word corpus (60% spoken English
from TV programmes and movies; 40% written
English from fiction and children’s texts)
GSL
BNC2000
BNC/COCA2000
new-GSL

273 million words of the 2 billion word
Cambridge English Corpus

5-million-word corpus of written English

Table 1. Overview of General Word Lists
Criteria
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Mean coverage; practicability;
change in the lexical coverage
curve; lexical coverage

Frequency; range; dispersion;
subjective judgements
Range; frequency

Frequency and subjective
measures (ease or difficulty of
learning; necessity; stylistic level;
intensive and emotional words)
Carrolls’ dispersion measure (D2);
estimated frequency per million
(Um); standard Frequency Index
Frequency; dispersion; distribution

Unit of counting

Flemma

Word family

Word family

Lemma

Modified lexeme

Word family

Size

13 lists
800 headwords
(624 lexical and 176
function words)

29 lists
3,000 word families

2,000 word families

2,494 lemmas

2,000 word families
(two word lists each
containing 1,000
word families)
Approximately
2,800 words
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by practitioners in their pedagogical practices. In particular, the organising principle or unit of counting is an important criterion as it “needs to represent the kind
of word knowledge needed by the end-users of the list” (Nation, 2016, p. 8). The
GSL, BNC2000 and BNC/COCA used word families as an organising principle.
The new-GSL is based on lemmas, while the NGSL utilised modified lexemes and
the EWL used flemmas as a unit of counting. Each of these principles has certain
advantages as well as drawbacks and is suitable for learners at different levels
of proficiency reflecting their morphological awareness. Specifically, word lists
drawing on the word family principle may be more suitable for higher proficiency
students, while those using the lemma, modified lexeme and flemma approach
are likely to be more helpful for lower level learners. Furthermore, the size of the
list as well as the inclusion of sub-lists should be manageable for the learners and
should thereby also reflect the learners’ linguistic level and needs. In sum, practitioners should always consider the various characteristics of the word lists in relation to their group of learners and the choice of a word list should be determined
by the learners’ level and linguistics needs.

Note
1. These are as follows: the Lancaster-Oslo-Bergen Corpus (LOB), the British
National Corpus (BNC), the BE06 Corpus of British English (BE06) and the
English Web Corpus EnTenTen12.
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Abstract

Laufer (1988) introduced the concept of synform errors, where second
language (L2) learners confuse a word for a different but similar looking or sounding L2 word. Stubbe and Cochrane (2016) reported that of
1,187 commonly repeated errors on a Japanese to English non-contextual translation test, 461 were synform errors (39%). This study introduces the concept of katakana consonant pairing synform errors, where
Japanese learners of English can confuse one English word for another
because some English consonants have no Japanese equivalent, for example, l and v. Words containing these consonants can be transcribed
into katakana using the closest Japanese consonant sound: r, b, respectively. This can result in katakana pairings (l-r, v-b), which may lead
to confusion for the Japanese learners. “Vest” may be interpreted as
“best,” for instance. In the present study, English students at one Japanese university (N = 235) were given a Japanese to English non-contextual translation test containing the lower frequency member of 30 such
katakana pairs (“vest” being a much less frequent word than its pair
“best,” for instance). Thirty words not having a katakana partner (e.g.,
shade) from the same JACET8000 frequency levels were also tested. The
study results suggest that katakana consonant pairing synform errors are
problematic for these Japanese university students. Implications for the
classroom and vocabulary assessment are presented.
Keywords: translation test; synform errors; katakana; Japanese EFL
learners

1

Introduction

According to Batia Laufer (Laufer, Meara, & Nation, 2005, p. 5), synforms “are
word pairs or groups of words with similar (though not identical) sound, script,
or morphology, which learners tend to confuse.” Authors (2016) investigated commonly repeated errors that students made on an English to Japanese (L2 to L1)
passive recall translation test of 40 high-frequency English words. Commonly
repeated errors were defined as identical errors made by at least 10% of the test-
takers. In that study, it was reported that “(s)ynform errors made up the largest
category of errors, accounting for 461 (39%) of the 1187 repeated errors” (Stubbe
& Cochrane, 2016, p. 167). A large number of the commonly repeated synform errors resulted from katakana pairing, where two different English consonant–vowel
combinations (r-a vs. l-a, for instance) can be transcribed using one katakana
symbol. This article will expand on the Authors’ (2016) work by examining the
Please cite this article as: Stubbe, R. and Nakashima, K. (2020). Examining Katakana Synform
Errors Made by Japanese University Students. Vocabulary Learning and Instruction, 9 (1), 62–72.
https://doi.org/10.7820/vli.v09.1.stubbe.nakashima
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possible causes of the common synform errors that Japanese learners make when
completing a translation test.

2

Background of the Study

2.1

Synform Errors

“There is a wealth of evidence that L2 learners confuse words that sound and/or
look alike” (Laufer, 1997, p. 146). As introduced by Laufer (1988), such confusions
can be labeled synform errors, which she classified into 10 categories (see Appendix
A). In categories 1–5, synforms are different from each other in an affix and identical in their root (e.g., fact–factor); while, categories 6–9 included synforms differing
from each other in one phoneme, vowel, or consonant (flow–flaw). With the final
category (number 10), synforms share identical consonants but differ in all or some
of the vowels. Laufer (1988) tested English learners in Israel whose first languages
were Arabic or Hebrew. Synform confusion errors can occur in words, in context,
and in isolation, with both comprehension and production. They afflict L2 learners of all proficiency levels, ranging from young beginners through advanced adult
students (Laufer, 1988). Other researchers have also considered synform errors in
their classrooms and/or vocabulary studies. Nural (2014), examining intermediate-level Turkish learners of English, reported that synform errors appeared in a
range of lesson activities, including reading, listening comprehension, vocabulary
revision, and discussions. That study suggested that most of the synform errors
resulted from synforms with the same root, but different suffixes. Kocić (2008),
studying the effects of synforms on advanced-level Serbian learners of English,
found that these learners also had difficulty with suffix-related synform errors. Gu
and Leung (2002) stated that Chinese participants from both Beijing and Hong
Kong “confused the form of the target word with the form of another English word
already in their working vocabulary” (p. 131). Thus, it can be seen that synform errors occur with ESL learners across a wide variety of cultures and first languages.

2.2

Katakana and Synform Errors

Katakana, which is the syllabic portion of the Japanese writing system used for expressing words from other languages, can have a strong influence on second language
learning. “When we consider orthographic similarities between English and Japanese, the visual overlap between the Roman alphabet and syllabic katakana is null”
(Uchida 2007, p. 19). It is generally accepted that the Japanese language has no clear
or transparent orthographic rules for transcribing English into katakana, which leads
to inconsistencies in transcribing borrowed words. As explained by Bada (2001, p. 3):
The Japanese writing system is based on a syllabary rather than on a phonetic system … It is based on five vowel sounds which occur with a number of consonants. Each vowel sound and its accompanying consonant has
a separate symbol, termed kana [Katakana and Hiragana] … the syllabic
order in Japanese is generally consonant+vowel, or vowel alone.
Vocabulary Learning and Instruction, 9 (1), 62–72.
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Katakana influence or interference with English pronunciation and readability has been studied by a number of researchers (Bada, 2001; Janjua, 2010;
Nakao, 2013; Uchida, 2007). “According to the rules of katakana, most foreign
words when borrowed into the Japanese language are transformed in a manner
that makes them lose the pronunciation of their original language and instead
acquire a uniquely Japanese way of pronunciation” (Janjua, 2010, p. 381). In Japanese, consonants must be followed by a vowel, except for “n” which can appear
in syllabic final position. A further difference between the two languages is that
a number of English consonants have no equivalent in Japanese: f, l, and v, for
example. These consonants are represented by the closest consonants h, r, and b,
respectively. These f-h, l-r, and v-b pairings, which will be referred to as katakana
pairings, can lead to confusion. To illustrate, the words “folk” and “fork” are both
represented in Japanese with the same katakana symbols (フォーク; see Figure 1).
These katakana consonant pairings can lead to synform errors, where students see or hear one word in English and mistake it for the other word containing the other letter of the pair, “fair” versus “hair” or “rum” versus “run,” for
example. These katakana pairing errors are equivalent to Laufer’s (1988, p. 128)
Category 8: Synforms which differ from one another in one consonant classification.
Two Japanese examples of such confusion are provided in Nakao (2013, p. 14),
investigating student knowledge of various English loanwords in Japanese:
For example, two English words “glove” and “globe” are both represented
as “guroobu” (グロブ) in Japanese, which might confuse second/foreign language learners. … Seventy-three percent of students reporting Japanese definition of “tool” were correct. Nine percent of students, however, reported 背
が 高い (sega takai) which means “tall.” It is reasonable to assume that this
type of error may be due to students thinking in katakana and therefore
mis-decoding the word. Rather than translating “tool” into Japanese, students may simply be seeking phonically similar Japanese words then providing those words’ Japanese meaning. A student may read “tool” and then
think トール (tooru) which is the loanword for “tall.”
Another potential source of katakana synform errors can arise from the difference in the vowels found in the two languages, as illustrated with “tool,” above.

Figure 1. Google Translate translation of “folk” and “fork.”
Vocabulary Learning and Instruction, 9 (1), 62–72.
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Half of the English vowels listed in Bada (2001) are not found in the Japanese syllabary. Accordingly, katakana users can “be predicted to replace /æ/ with either
/e/, /e:/ or /a/; /ʌ/ with a rather open /a/; and /ɒ/ and /ɔ:/ with /o/ or /o:/, these sounds
being the closest counterparts of the vowels in Japanese” (Bada, 2001, pp. 4–5).
This difference in vowels, when it causes confusion between otherwise similar
English words, can be seen as corresponding roughly to categories 6, 7, and 10 in
Laufer’s taxonomy, which deal with different types of vowel confusion.

3

Aim

To the best of our knowledge, this katakana consonant synform confusion has yet
to be identified and studied. Accordingly, the purpose of this study is to answer
the following research question:
Do words liable to katakana consonant pairing confusion have more translation errors than non-katakana consonant pairing items of similar frequencies for high-beginner to mid-intermediate Japanese university students
studying English?

4

Method

4.1 Participants
Participants were first-year and second-year (N = 235) Japanese university students from six separate compulsory language classes. Students (126 females and
109 males) were enrolled in a variety of programs. English proficiency levels were
judged to be high-beginner to low-intermediate.

4.2

Testing Instrument and Procedure

A decontextualized L2 to L1 (English to Japanese) passive recall translation test
of 60 individual words was created. A list of 30 possible katakana synform word
pairs was created, based on the following consonant pairs: f-h; l-r; v-b (in either
initial, middle, or final syllabic position); and m-n (in syllabic final position).” For
example, paired words included: appeal–appear, hill–fill, van–ban, and sum–sun.
Using the JACET 8000 Level Marker 2015 (JACET Basic Words Revision Committee, 2016; hereinafter J8000), the frequency level for each of the 60 words was
determined (from 1 K for the 1,000 most frequent English words, through 8 K
being words from the 7,001 to 8,000 band). With only one exception, the less frequent word of each pair was tested. With the pair grass–glass, grass appears in
the 1 K band of the J8000 while glass is listed as a 2 K word. This is opposite to
Lextutor’s VocabProfiler’s ranking of 1 K and 2 K for glass and grass, respectively
(Cobb, 2002; Heatley, Nation, & Coxhead, 2002).
A similar list of 30 non-synform words was also created. Using the older version of the JACET 8000 (JACET Basic Words Revision Committee, 2003), which
ranks the top 8,000 words from 1 to 8,000 for the Japanese context, non-synform
Vocabulary Learning and Instruction, 9 (1), 62–72.
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words which were ranked very closely to each of the 30 synform words were selected. These non-synform words were only slightly more frequent on average than
the 30 synform words, with mean frequency levels of 4.33 and 4.5, respectively, in
the new J8000 lists. All 60 items were placed in random order in the translation test.
Subsequently, one reviewer of this article suggested that the m-n in syllabic
final position words should not cause any more confusion than non-katakana synform words. Accordingly, the synform items warn, sum, lime, and mime and their
matching non-synform items excellent, shade, sprinkle, and intricate have been
removed from the item list, leaving 52 tested words (26 synforms and 26 non-synforms; see Appendix B for a listing of all 52 words).
All testing was done during the class time and averaged about 15 minutes.
Test-takers were asked to supply two different meanings in Japanese, if possible,
for each of the tested items. This was done to avoid the possibility of students
writing only one answer (as naturally occurs when only one space is provided) that
happens to be incorrect while still knowing a different correct answer. It would
also hopefully avoid the ambiguity caused by students who supply only one answer in katakana (e.g., フォーク).
At the end of each testing session, the translation tests were collected and
subsequently graded by one of the authors. Prior to grading, 24 test forms (10%)
were randomly selected, copied, and graded by a different native Japanese teacher
of English. Inter-rater reliability, as estimated by Cohen’s kappa was 0.82, which
is considered as strong (Pallant, 2007). All translations for each tested item were
then back-translated into English, and the errors were entered into a spreadsheet
for analysis. As we were interested only in common translation errors made on an
L2 to L1 translation test, only errors repeated by 24 or more participants (10%)
were examined.
Despite the instruction to provide two responses, there were only 727 second
response of a possible 12,220 (235 students × 60 words)—only 5.9%. The reasons
for this low second response may include the lack of knowledge or laziness by the
test takers. In the event that both answers were correct, the word was originally
scored “2” (both correct), which was later changed to “1” (correct) for the following analysis.

5

Results

The mean score on this translation test was 24.49 of the 52 tested items (47%;
see Table 1), with scores ranging from 10 to 41 of the 52 tested items. For the 26
katakana synform words, the mean was 10. 34 (40%), considerably lower than the
Table 1. Descriptive Statistics for the Translation Test
Tr. items
Full 52 items
26 katakana synforms
26 regular words

Mean (%)

SD

Low

High

24.49 (47.1%)
10.34 (39.8%)
14.16 (54.5%)

5.39
3.31
2.73

10
3
6

41
22
22

Note: n = 235; k = 52; Tr., translation test; SD, standard deviation.
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Table 2. Common Translation Errors: 30 Katakana Synform Items
Katakana synform words

Mistranslation

flesh
fright
rip
dairy

fresh
flight
lip
daily
diary
crown
road
lord
ban
blow
glass
correct
folk
rush
appear
raw

clown
load
van
brow
grass
collect
fork
lush
appeal
row
Total mistranslations

Instances
130
107
104
93
82
76
72
24
61
56
52
41
35
32
28
24
1,017

Table 3. Common Translation Errors: 30 Regular Word Items
Regular words

Mistranslation

machinery
secretion
Total mistranslations

mechanical
secret

Instances
84
43
127

regular word mean of 14.16 of those 26 items (55%). A paired t-test confirmed the
statistical significance of the difference (t (234) = 20.9, p < 0.0001). The effect size
was 1.26, which according to Cohen (1988) is large.
Many of the katakana synform word errors were classified as common translation errors, which, following Authors (2016), are defined as words with the exact
same translation error being repeated by at least 24 (10%) of the 235 test-takers.
As shown in Table 2, 14 of the 26 katakana synform words elicited common translation errors. The total of 1,017 mistranslations accounted for 45% of the total
number of incorrect answers (including blanks) for these 14 items. Table 3 shows
that only two of the 26 regular words led to common translation errors (machinery
and secretion). These 127 mistranslations accounted for 31% of the total incorrect
answers (including blanks) for these two items.

6

Discussion

According to Daulton (1996), Japanese teachers of English at the junior high
school level often resort to using katakana to explain English pronunciation.
One reason for this may be that those teachers lack confidence with their English
Vocabulary Learning and Instruction, 9 (1), 62–72.
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pronunciation abilities. Japanese learners of English often “transliterate long passages into katakana, typically scratching notes above the English in textbooks …”
(Daulton, 2008, p. 63). This reliance on katakana likely continues well into university. When older students encounter unfamiliar words in a text, they may resort to
decoding those words using katakana in their search for meaning. If they encounter a low-frequency word like “van”, for example, they may mentally transcribe it as
“バン” and then confuse it with the other member of the /v/-/b/ katakana pairing, and accept it as the more familiar word “ban.” It is easy to imagine that
mis-readings caused by such phonetic confusion could easily lead to a lack of
comprehension by the learner. The English textbooks presently used by junior
high school students in Kitakyushu, Fukuoka, New Horizon English Course 1,
2, 3 (New Horizon, 2015), continues to rely on katakana when introducing new
English vocabulary.

7

Conclusion

The present study has focused on common katakana synform errors made by
Japanese university students (n = 235) when translating decontextualized English
words (from all levels of the J8000 frequency list) into their native language. Of the
52 tested items, 50% were katakana synform words, the remaining 50% (26 words)
were regular (non-synform) words selected from the same J8000 frequency levels.
The results show that the 26 katakana synform words had significantly fewer correct translations (40%) than the 30 regular words (55%). To answer the aforementioned research question, these results suggest that katakana consonant pairing
triggers katakana consonant synform errors for high-beginner to mid-intermediate Japanese university students studying English.
These results have implications for English language classrooms. Teachers
should consider scanning assigned readings and/or vocabulary lists for possible
lower frequency members of katakana consonant pairs. Japanese university students may also benefit from pronunciation practice with /l/-/r/ and /v/-/b/ pair distinction. These results also have implications for vocabulary assessment. In testing
lexical knowledge, researchers should be wary of the lower frequency members of
katakana consonant pairs for decontextualized English to Japanese (L2 to L1)
translation tests, and more importantly for yes–no checklists. Future research
should try to discover whether similar katakana consonant synform errors would
be made if the tested items were given some context (e.g., in a paragraph). This
could be done by giving students a paragraph to read along with a translation test
of some of the words (synform and non-synform) contained therein. This should
be done after first giving a decontextualized translation test of the same items, to
answer the question: Does context reduce katakana consonant synform errors?
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Appendix
Appendix A. Laufer’s 1988 List of Synform Errors
Category

Explanation

Example

1

Synforms which have the same root, productive in present
day English, but are different in suffix.
Synforms identical in root, which is not productive in
present day English, and are different in their suffix.
Synforms which differ from each other in a suffix present
in one of the synforms but absent in the other.
Synforms identical in root, which is not productive in
present day English, and are different in prefixes.
Synforms which differ from one another in prefix present
in one of the synforms but not in the other.
Synforms which differ from one another in one vowel or
diphthong.
Synforms which differ in one vowel which is present in one
synform but absent in the other.
Synforms which differ from one another in one consonant.
Synforms which differ from each other in one additional
consonant (a consonant present in one synform but
absent in the other.
Synforms identical in consonants but different in vowels.

interested/interesting

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

Source: Laufer (1988, pp. 125–129); see that article for greater details.
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experiment/
experience
historic/historical
attribution/contribution/
distribution
passion/compassion
affect/effect
live/alive
extend/extent
phase/phrase

base/bias
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Appendix B. Items Used in this Study
26 katakana consonant synform words

26 regular words

Item

J8000 frequency

Item

J8000 frequency

fear (hear)
hill (fill)
collect (correct)
appeal (appear)
fair (hair)
grass (glass)
row (low)
flesh (fresh)
load (road)
raw (law)
tiled (tired)
fork (folk)
hence (fence)
rent (lent)
clash (crash)
scare (scale)
rip (lip)
brow (blow)
dairy (daily)
rot (lot)
hound (found)
van (ban)
clown (crown)
fright (flight)
lush (rush)
vest (best)
Mean J8000

602
976
1,056
1,129
1,168
1,310
1,411
2,161
2,180
2,188
2,767
2,918
3,165
3,285
3,887
4,104
4,410
4,481
4,880
5,225
6,288
6,545
6,865
7,366
7,609
7,644
3750.3

local
quiet
generation
onto
nurse
organization
ill
user
pig
bitter
machinery
fighter
eyebrow
maximum
qualify
striker
grief
intake
exile
reservoir
secretion
arctic
lucrative
infancy
awesome
fragrance
Mean J8000

603
977
1,057
1,130
1,169
1,311
1,412
2,162
2,181
2,187
2,655
2,768
2,917
3,164
3,286
3,888
4,105
4,411
4,482
4,878
5,226
6,494
6,866
7,367
7,610
7,645
3621.2

Note: Words in parentheses are expected synform errors.
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Abstract
Japanese loanwords are mainly derived from English. These loanwords
provide a considerable first-language (L1) resource that may assist in
second-language (L2) vocabulary learning and instruction. However,
given the huge number of loanwords, it is often difficult to determine
whether an English word has a loanword equivalent and whether the
loanword is likely to be widely known among the Japanese. This article demonstrates an efficient method of answering these two questions.
The method employs corpus frequency data from the Balanced Corpus of Contemporary Written Japanese, from which the existence and
frequency of loanwords in Japanese can be determined. Following the
guidelines presented herein, researchers will be able to use data from
the corpus themselves to check cognate frequency, thereby determining
the cognate status of items used in research.
Keywords: Japanese loanwords; Japanese-English cognates; loanword
frequency; cognate frequency; different-script cognates

1. Background
There are thousands of Japanese loanwords and most are derived from
English (e.g., テーブル /teeburu/ “table”). In fact, a recent study showed that of
the most common 10,000 headwords in English according to the British National
Corpus – Corpus of Contemporary American English corpus wordlists (Nation,
2012), half have a loanword equivalent in Japanese, and a quarter have one that is
relatively high-frequency (Allen, 2018b). This loanword resource has been referred
to as a “built-in lexicon” that may support English learning in Japan (Daulton,
2008). However, while there has been growing interest in the role of loanwords
in language learning, teaching, and assessment in the Japanese context, many
important questions remain unanswered (Allen, 2019). Therefore, with the aim
of supporting and promoting research into the impact of loanwords, this paper
describes an efficient method of identifying which English words have Japanese
loanword equivalents, and which of these Japanese loanwords are likely to be
widely known to Japanese speakers.
Japanese loanwords from English are often referred to as Japanese–E nglish
cognates because they are perceived to share form (phonology) and meaning
(semantics) across the two languages. As with cognates in other languages, such
Please cite this article as: Allen, D. (2020). A Procedure for Determining Japanese Loanword
Status for English Words. Vocabulary Learning and Instruction, 9 (1), 73–79. https://doi.org/10.7820/
vli.v09.1.Allen.b
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as Dutch and English, Japanese–English cognates are processed more quickly
and accurately than noncognates when reading words in the L2 and when producing L2 words from picture stimuli (Allen & Conklin, 2013; Hoshino & Kroll,
2008; Miwa, Dijkstra, Bolger, & Baayen, 2014). This beneficial effect is referred
to as the “cognate effect.” Furthermore, classroom-based research indicates that
Japanese–English cognates may support learning (e.g., Daulton, 2008). In language assessment, too, Japanese–English cognates have been shown to be more
accurately recognized and comprehended than noncognates (e.g., Allen, 2018a;
Rogers, Webb, & Nakata, 2014; Stubbe & Yokomitsu, 2012).
Japanese–English cognates can also, however, create difficulties for learners
in some cases (e.g., Masson, 2013). These difficulties may arise from differences in
pronunciation, meaning, and use of the words in the two languages. If such differences are not recognized, learners may erroneously apply L1 cognate knowledge
during L2 use, resulting in potential comprehension problems.
To help understand the benefits and drawbacks associated with Japanese–
English cognates, there is a clear need for further research. As a matter of course,
such research will need to address the following two important questions: Which
English words have loanword equivalents in Japanese? Which of these Japanese
loanwords are likely to be known to Japanese speakers? These questions can be
addressed using one or more of the following sources: loanword dictionaries, informants, and corpora.
Loanword dictionaries may be used as an authoritative source to determine
whether a loanword exists in Japanese. However, there is considerable variation
across such dictionaries in terms of the loanwords included (e.g., Daulton, 2008),
which casts doubt on their reliability. Moreover, dictionaries traditionally do not
provide information on whether the loanword is likely to be widely known among
Japanese speakers, meaning they cannot be used to answer the second question
above.
Informants, such as students or teachers, may be asked both whether and how
well they know a particular loanword. However, this is a subjective measure, which
may not accurately predict whether others will know the loanword, especially if
only a small number of informants (e.g., two or three) are consulted. Recruiting a
larger number of informants to do a word familiarity rating task would provide a
more reliable measure; however, this is more time-consuming to perform.
Finally, corpora can be used to answer both questions. Not only can frequency data be collected quickly and straightforwardly, they are also highly correlated with rated familiarity of the same words (e.g., r = 0.75, Allen, 2018b). In
other words, the more frequent the loanword is in Japanese, the more likely it is
to be rated as known to most Japanese speakers. Likewise, if a loanword is very
low-frequency or has zero-frequency (i.e., does not occur in the corpus), it is likely
to be unknown to many Japanese speakers. Moreover, Allen (2018b) showed that
loanwords that have a frequency of occurrence of at least one per million words in
a corpus of Japanese tended to be known to the majority of undergraduates who
rated their familiarity of the loanwords. Thus, this “one per million” threshold
can be used as a general guide to determining loanwords that exist and are likely
to be known.
Vocabulary Learning and Instruction, 9 (1), 73–79.
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Having argued that Japanese loanword frequency data is the optimum
method of determining the cognate status of English words, I will present a
method that allows researchers to access these data for use in their studies. In the
following sections, I will first introduce the corpus that can be used to identify
loanwords and the likelihood that they will be known. I will then illustrate the
procedure of checking for loanwords by referring to a sample wordlist. After describing the process, I will briefly discuss the limitations of the resultant data so
that they may be used judiciously.

2. Methods
2.1. The Japanese corpus
The corpus used to identify loanwords is the Balanced Corpus of Contemporary Written Japanese (BCCWJ; Maekawa et al., 2014; National Institute for
Japanese Language and Linguistics, 2013). The BCCWJ contains 104.3 million
words and is currently the most representative source of frequency data for words
in the Japanese language (for more information, see https://pj.ninjal.ac.jp/corpus_
center/bccwj/en/). A major advantage of this corpus for the present purposes is
that all Japanese loanwords have been annotated with a “subLemma,” which
shows the English word from which it is derived. Therefore, when a search for
an English word (e.g., table) is performed, the corresponding Japanese loanword
(i.e., テーブル) can be identified along with its frequency data. This process can
be automated using Excel so that a list of English words can be cross-referenced
quickly and easily.

2.2. Identifying cognates
To identify loanwords, a wordlist (i.e., a list of English words for which we
want loanword information) and the BCCWJ corpus wordlist are required, both
open in separate spreadsheets in Microsoft Excel. The VLOOKUP formula in
Excel can be used to extract information from the BCCWJ spreadsheet into our
wordlist spreadsheet. The VLOOKUP formula is explained on many “how to”
pages available on the Internet. A particularly helpful and relevant explanation is
provided at http://crr.ugent.be/subtlex-nl/SUBTLEX_Excel.pdf. The authors explain basically the same process as below for obtaining English word frequency
data using a different corpus wordlist. Here, I will explain a simple procedure that
is specific to the BCCWJ data. This procedure is performed on a Mac operating
system, so there may be minor variations when using other operating systems.
1. Visit the BCCWJ website page https://pj.ninjal.ac.jp/corpus_center/bccwj/
en/freq-list.html and download the wordlist from the corpus (Short Unit
Word list data: BCCWJ_frequencylist_suw_ver1_0.zip). The file is in .tsv
format. Open the file, select all the data, copy it, and paste it into an Excel
spreadsheet. Save this spreadsheet and keep it open.
2. To simplify and speed up the process, it is a good idea to select only the
most relevant columns from the BCCWJ data and arrange them. Select the
Vocabulary Learning and Instruction, 9 (1), 73–79.
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

9.
10.
11.

12.

following columns by clicking on them and holding command+c: lemma
(the katakana loanword), subLemma (the English cognate), wType, frequency, and pmw (word frequency per million words). Copy these to a new
spreadsheet and save it. Then, rearrange the columns such that subLemma
is in Column A and the other columns are adjacent in Columns B to D. You
can then sort the data by “wType,” select all the rows that do not have have
外 (/gai/ “foreign”) in the wType column and delete them. This will give you
only the loanwords.
Open your wordlist (the words for which you want loanword information) in
a separate Excel spreadsheet. For this illustration, there should be a list of
individual words in the first column (column A) of the spreadsheet.
Click on the empty cell in Column B which is next to the first word in your
list.
Go to “Formulas,” “Lookup and reference,” and select VLOOKUP. The formula builder will appear on the right of the spreadsheet.
Click on the first dialogue box “Lookup_value”. Then, select the first word
in your list (Row 1, Column A).
Click on the second dialogue box for “Table_array”. Then, on your modified BCCWJ data spreadsheet, click and hold on Column A at the top to
highlight the whole column and continue to hold down the mouse button
while dragging rightward. This will allow you to select all four columns.
You will see that the information has now been entered in the dialogue box
“Table_Array”.
Click on the dialogue box for “Col_Index”. Input the column number for the
data that you wish to extract: I want to extract the katakana loanword data
first, so I enter the numeral 2 because the data for “lemma” is in Column B,
which is the second column.
Click on the next dialogue box “Range_lookup”. Enter the numeral 0. This
means you will only extract data for words that exactly match the words in
your list.
Click “done”. If there is a loanword in the BCCWJ corresponding to the first
word in your list, you should see the loanword in katakana. If the word was
not identified as having a loanword in the BCCWJ, you will see “#NA”.
Click on the cell with the katakana loanword data for your first word
(Column B, Row 1). Click again on the bottom right corner of the cell and
drag down. This will copy the VLOOKUP formula to all the cells in this
column, giving you the katakana loanword data for your full wordlist.
Repeat the above process from step 4 to step 11 to add additional data, including “frequency” and “pmw”. You can use Columns C and D in the same
spreadsheet. After this, you will see the English word along with the Japanese loanword, the loanword frequency and the loanword frequency per
million words.

3. Results and Discussion
Following the above process, I collected the cognate data for 20 words in approximately 10 min. Using the “sort” function, I ordered the words by “frequency”
so that I could see which had loanwords and how frequent they are (Table 1).
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Table 1. Sample word list and cognate data
Word

Lemma

Frequency

pmw

Alley
Beard
Burden
Cattle
Cellar
Dirt

#NA
#NA
#NA
#NA
#NA
ダート

#NA
#NA
#NA
#NA
#NA
5

#NA
#NA
#NA
#NA
#NA
0.05

Choir

クワイア

31

0.30

Poem

ポエム

71

0.68

Alarm

アラーム

126

1.20

Price

プライス

219

2.09

Mind

マインド

351

3.36

Rifle

ライフル

352

3.36

Bucket

バケツ

620

5.93

Money

マネー

855

8.17

Desk

デスク

1,033

9.87

Circle

サークル

1,434

13.71

Story

ストーリー

1,909

18.25

Tomato

トマト

2,570

24.57

Drama

ドラマ

4,861

46.47

Hotel

ホテル

10,503

100.40

The data show that 15 out of the 20 words have a loanword in the corpus,
whereas five do not. The loanwords identified range in frequency from five occurrences to 10,503 occurrences. Twelve of the loanwords occur at a frequency above
1.00 per million words and are thus probably known to most Japanese speakers,
whereas the remaining eight words are less likely to be known as loanwords, according to Allen (2018b).
In addition to the basic procedure above, there are a number of further considerations regarding derivatives, homonyms, and spelling, which researchers
should be aware of.

3.1. Derivatives
In the procedure outlined, an exact match search was used. This means each
word in the list (e.g., hotel) was cross-referenced with the BCCWJ list to see if it
appeared as a “subLemma” in English. Any derivatives of the target word, such
as hotels or hotelier, would not be identified because they do not exactly match the
input word (hotel). If frequency data for word families is required, the individual
frequencies of each derivative must be identified and summed.

3.2. Homonyms
Some Japanese loanwords have multiple distinct meanings and are therefore
homonyms (e.g., ライト /raito/ can mean “not heavy” or “not dark”). In most cases,
Vocabulary Learning and Instruction, 9 (1), 73–79.
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the creators of the BCCWJ have differentiated frequencies for each specific meaning
of the loanwords. For example, the frequency of the meanings of ライト in Japanese
were as follows: light (光 /hikari/ “not dark”) = 1,002 and light (軽い /karui/ “not
heavy”) = 1,530. When searching for cognate frequencies using the exact match
method, the result for light is #NA, suggesting it does not occur in the corpus. This
is because in the BCCWJ list, there is “light (光)” and “light (軽い),” neither of which
exactly correspond to light because of the inclusion of the Japanese definition in the
cell. To resolve this issue, the search function (command+F) can be used to locate
each entry of the target word, then the frequencies can be summed to provide the
loanword frequency that includes both meanings in Japanese (e.g., light = 2,532 occurrences). In general, when a search results in #NA, it is good practice to manually
search for the English words to double-check that they do not occur in the corpus.
For words such as light, this would reveal the existence of homonyms.

3.3. Spelling
Because the BCCWJ uses primarily US spellings, the researcher should be
careful of spelling differences in the two lists, as alternative spellings will give null
results (e.g., grey/gray).
Finally, a number of important limitations must be borne in mind when
using frequency data to predict human language knowledge and behavior. Firstly,
the BCCWJ, which is collected from newspapers, novels, and other text genres,
will be most representative of lexical knowledge of Japanese speakers who read
some or all of these kinds of texts. Secondly, some loanword frequencies may be
exaggerated or understated due to the make-up of the corpus and therefore may
less accurately predict to what extent loanwords are widely known. For example,
クワイア /kuwaia/ “choir”, which is very low frequency in the corpus, may in fact
be well known to many Japanese speakers, while マインド /maindo/ “mind” may
not, even though it occurs at a relatively high frequency. When using any corpus
data, researchers must be cognizant of these limitations.

4. Conclusions
In this short methodology paper, I have described a simple procedure using
the BCCWJ corpus to identify which English words have loanwords and whether
these loanwords are likely to be known in Japanese. Using the BCCWJ data will
allow researchers to control and predict the potential influence of cognates in
vocabulary learning and assessment. Using corpus data is not only more efficient
than referring to intuitions of informants and/or dictionary entries but will also
improve the generalizability and replicability of research findings.
While this paper has focused specifically on Japanese–English cognates,
the issue of identifying cognates/loanwords for research and educational purposes is not restricted to these languages. However, to my knowledge, there are
no corpora in other languages that have been annotated for cognate/loanword
status in the way that the BCCWJ has, which makes their identification infinitely
more demanding. Nevertheless, given the importance of both word frequency and
cross-linguistic influence in language learning, such annotated corpora would
surely be well received by researchers in the language sciences.
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Abstract

Mnemonic strategies are not often utilised by Japanese students to
learn and consolidate vocabulary, despite research showing that they
are particularly effective. As part of an informal action research process, a structured lesson plan was devised that would introduce mnemonic strategies indirectly, that is, not by applying them directly to
second-language vocabulary study from the outset, but instead as a
means of memorising simple word/number pairings in something of a
game. The strategy’s applicability to vocabulary study was shown only
after it had been witnessed and practised by the students. This lesson
was given in numerous classes from a variety of academic disciplines.
A survey of the students (n = 361) was later carried out to ascertain
whether despite its initially bypassing second-language concerns and
complications, the lesson had been effective in introducing mnemonics as a vocabulary learning strategy that the students might choose to
utilise in an upcoming programme of vocabulary learning and testing.
Responses indicated that the lesson had been highly effective and that
students in similar contexts might benefit from being introduced to
mnemonics in such a way.

1 Introduction
Students who utilise learning strategies learn more effectively than those who
don’t (Oxford, 1990; Rubin, 1975). Within the field of second-language vocabulary
learning, a range of strategies exist for consolidating knowledge of the meanings of
new words. Since the 1970s, research has shown that mnemonic approaches to second-language vocabulary learning are especially effective (Atkinson, 1975; Raugh
& Atkinson, 1975; Thompson, 1987). However, Japanese students of English tend
to favour vocabulary consolidation strategies that are based on repetition and rote
learning (Little & Kobayashi, 2015; Schmitt, 1997), and persuading them to utilise
mnemonic strategies can be difficult and ineffective.
As part of an ongoing informal action research investigation focused on
discovering ways to effectively teach students to use mnemonics in their independent vocabulary study, a roughly 60-minute lesson was planned that aimed to
demonstrate an adaptation of the mnemonic keyword method (Atkinson, 1975;
Thompson, 1987). The lesson was comprised of firstly a “live” demonstration of
the keyword method based not around second-language vocabulary but rather
word/number pairings, then an activity in which students could experience the
Please cite this article as: Paton S. (2020). Introducing Mnemonics to Japanese Students as a
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method for themselves entirely in their native language and, finally, an explanation and demonstration of the method’s direct application in foreign-language
vocabulary study. This lesson was presented to numerous classes of both first- and
second-year students from various academic faculties.
To evaluate the effectiveness of this lesson sequence, particularly the use
of native-language word/number pairings whose relevance to second-language
vocabulary study may have been difficult for students to perceive, a survey was
later administered as a means of ascertaining whether the lesson had successfully
taught the strategy in a way that students could understand and appreciate and
which might persuade them to utilise the strategy in their independent vocabulary
study. The survey results strongly suggested that the lesson had been very effective, and that given the right introduction, students might be more amenable to
taking advantage of mnemonic-based vocabulary learning strategies than observation and research would suggest.

2 Literature Review
Language learning strategies became a focus for educational researchers
throughout the 1970s. Teacher skill and learner aptitude had been considered
the major contributing factors to successful second-language acquisition; however, researchers became aware that the behaviours that learners adopted were
better predictors of success (Rubin, 1975; Schmitt, 1997; Stern, 1975). Effective
learning strategies were recognised and divided into three major types: (1) metacognitive strategies, which are used by learners to manage their own learning; (2)
cognitive strategies, which are used to perform a specific language-centric task,
such as repetition, translation and note-taking and (3) social/affective strategies,
which are employed during actual communicative instances, such as asking for
repetition and inferring meaning from the context (O’Malley & Chamot, 1990).
Oxford (1990) gave a more comprehensive categorisation, dividing strategies as
belonging within memory, cognitive, compensation, metacognitive, affective and
social delineations. Whilst strategies for building and expanding one’s vocabulary would tend to fall into the memory and cognitive categories of both models,
Schmitt (1997) determined that these models were inadequate when it came to
categorising the considerable range of strategies employed in vocabulary learning.
He created an exhaustive taxonomy of vocabulary learning strategies based on a
broader dichotomy of determination and consolidation strategies. Determination
strategies are those involved in discovering the meanings of words, whilst consolidation strategies comprise various memory, cognitive and metacognitive
strategies by which to fix them in memory. According to Schmitt’s (2000) own
definition, vocabulary learning is a process of transferring lexical information
from the short-term memory to the long-term memory; whilst other memory
strategies listed in his taxonomy might be effective, such as using semantic maps,
saying words out loud whilst studying, or using new words in sentences, research
has shown that one of the most effective ways to create a strong connection within
long-term memory is by figuratively attaching new lexical items to elements that
are already firmly known. One of the first of such methods to be recognised by
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researchers was called the “keyword method” (Atkinson, 1975; O’Malley, Chamot,
Stewner-Manzares, Kupper, & Russo, 1985; Pressley, Levin, & Miller, 1982a).

3.1 Mnemonics and the keyword method
Mnemonics are techniques or mental devices such as images, acronyms or
rhymes that can help someone to both store and recall information in memory
(Solso, 1995, cited in Pillai, 2004). They can be either visual or verbal. Mnemonics
work by creating connections in memory between new information and existing
information so that new information can be retained for a longer period.
Atkinson and Raugh (Atkinson, 1975; Raugh & Atkinson, 1975) are certainly
not credited with inventing the field of mnemonics, which dates back to thousands of
years, nor with carrying out the first research into the efficacy of mnemonics-based
memorisation in education (see, e.g., Ott, Butler, Blake, & Ball, 1973, as cited in
Pressley, Levin, & Delaney, 1982b). The “keyword method,” though, which was
introduced in Atkinson’s (1975) article “Mnemotechnics in second-language learning,” has formed the basis of much of the research surrounding educational applications of mnemonics. Pressley et al. (1982b) describe Atkinson’s keyword method as:
a two-stage process for learning foreign vocabulary words. To use the technique, one first derives a keyword, which is an [L1] word… that sounds like
part of the foreign word… Then a meaningful interaction involving the keyword and the vocabulary word’s definition… is constructed. This can be in
the form of a provided interactive illustration, or the learner can generate an
interactive visual image. (p. 62)
The example is given about the Spanish word carta, meaning “postal letter,”
being connected to the English keyword “cart,” with a suggested mental image
of a postal letter being conveyed in a shopping cart. In their 1975 experiments,
Raugh and Atkinson showed that the keyword method was highly effective in
L2 vocabulary acquisition (Raugh & Atkinson, 1975, cited in Amiryousefi &
Ketabi, 2011).
The keyword method has gone through a great deal of research scrutiny
since the 1970s. Amiryousefi and Ketabi (2011) carried out a comprehensive
review of literature from across the decades and concluded that “[m]nemonics
have been proven to be extremely effective in helping people remember things…
If material is presented in a way which fits in or relates meaningfully to what is
already known, then it will be retained for relatively long periods of time and thus
retrieval through verbal or visual clues becomes quite easy” (p. 179). Many studies
have compared the effectiveness of the keyword method with that of such strategies as semantic-context learning (Wang & Thomas, 1995) and rote memorisation
(Brahler & Walker, 2008), and found that the keyword method groups consistently
outperformed the others on both immediate and delayed tests.
Shapiro and Waters (2005) examined the cognition underlying the effectiveness of the keyword method and concluded that imagery is a powerfully effective
factor in learning and memorisation. Paul (1996, cited in Pillai, 2004) determined
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that people are likely to remember things that are unusual, outrageous or out of
place— mechanisms of psychology that a mnemonic strategy is well-placed to
leverage, and which potentially make mnemonics uniquely enjoyable and humorous amongst vocabulary consolidation strategies. Even though researchers have
pointed out some shortcomings of the keyword method (Barcroft, Sommers, &
Sunderman, 2011; van Hell, & Mahn, 1997), such as latencies in the recall process,
the necessity of skills in encoding effective connections and complications arising
from the differences in phonemic characteristics of different languages, a general consensus seems to have been reached amongst researchers that the keyword
method is a particularly effective vocabulary learning strategy.

3.2 Strategies in use in Japan
Despite mnemonics being found to be enjoyable and effective, Schmitt’s
(1997) research revealed that Japanese students tend not to utilise mnemonic techniques when consolidating new vocabulary knowledge. In his survey of Japanese
learners, the three highest-rated vocabulary consolidation strategies in terms of
perceived helpfulness were written repetition, verbal repetition and continuing
to study over time (more repetition). Recent research suggests that not much has
changed in the last several decades, with Japanese students being less familiar with
strategies that involve imagery, association and mnemonics (Little & Kobayashi,
2015), and favouring, for example, list-learning over word cards (Kitano & Chiba,
2019). Whatever the reason for those preferences, Japanese learners of English
might be said to be missing out on the benefits that a mnemonic approach has
been proven to facilitate.

4 Background of the current study
Over several years of assigning vocabulary learning and testing in many
university English classes, and of explicitly teaching and encouraging the use of
word cards (Paton, 2015), I had observed that most students indeed seemed to be
using either no discernible vocabulary learning strategies or only repetition-based
rote-learning ones. During the final few minutes of individual review and study
before vocabulary tests, some students would write out some of the target words
many times on paper, and others might simply read through their word lists without any discernible strategic approach. The students appeared to be unaware of,
or had perhaps chosen to eschew, the kind of cognitive and metacognitive vocabulary learning strategies that have been shown to be most effective.
Some years ago, I began to search for ways to demonstrate and teach the
use of mnemonics and the keyword method. While attempting to do so, a number of difficulties were quickly discovered. Primary amongst them was that
most students were unaccustomed to the kind of lateral and creative thinking
that mnemonics entails, and examples and explanations of mnemonics did not
appear to be meaningful to the students. For example, explaining that a student
of Japanese might learn the word natsu, meaning “summer,” by creating a mental picture of eating nuts at the beach on a hot summer’s day did not seem to be
meaningful to many students. Even when examples of metaphorical imagery were
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comprehended for what they were, it appeared that examples of Japanese target
words being encoded with English-based references were not helping to equip students to be able to create their own mnemonics (with Japanese language-based
references) for their own study. Attempts to imagine and teach what might be
interesting and useful mnemonics for English target words utilising phonemic or
semantic references drawn from a Japanese speaker’s mental and cultural lexicon were abandoned as having been pure speculation, as they were usually quite
clearly ineffective. Requests to Japanese colleagues for assistance in creating
example mnemonics from a Japanese speaker’s point of view were discouraging,
with several colleagues advising that since Japanese students simply do not think
about vocabulary that way, attempting to find and create such mnemonics would
not be worthwhile.
Taking an action research approach to these problems across some years,
that is, taking action, observing its effect, reflecting on results and then planning
re-formulated action (Burns, 2010), a search was undertaken for ways to both
introduce the keyword method effectively and give the students immediate practical experience in creating and then quickly rehearsing their own mnemonics.
At some stage, the idea of demonstrating the method using neither English nor
Japanese target vocabulary, but instead utilising pairings of numbers and simple
L1 vocabulary, arose. The particular form of a structured lesson plan that was
eventually arrived at and to which this study was applied is detailed below.

4.1 Treatment
4.1.1 Live demonstration
The lesson began with a request that the students contribute to the creation of
a list of 12 random English words. Firstly, examples of simple words that would be
appropriate were given, such as dog, cat, eat or drink, and then students were invited
to simply call out familiar words from their textbook or memory. As the words were
called out, they were entered into the left column of a two-column spreadsheet table
visible on the projector screen. Students were then asked to call out random numbers between 1 and 20, each of which was entered into the right column. Using a
spreadsheet function, the 12 rows of the table were quickly sorted into the numerical
order of the numbers column, resulting in a table resembling the one presented in
Figure 1. Having created the table I quickly moved away from the computer, facing
the students with my back to the projector screen, and told them that I was going
to memorise the pairings of words and numbers. To make a more compelling and
engaging demonstration, though, I was to do so without looking at the screen, and
would therefore require that the students verbally teach me each of the pairings.
As each number-word pairing was read out by the students at my request,
I would, invisibly to them, use a mnemonic approach to encode the pairing in a
mental image, utilising as a memory tool either the physical shape of the numeral
(a very long, thin number 1), or a rhyme (seven rhymes with heaven, thus mentally
placing the object in heaven), or some such memory “hook” (e.g., the number 18
can be mnemonically associated with the concept of high school graduation, as 18
is the age at which that most often occurs). As the students taught me the pairings,
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Figure 1. A student-produced list displayed on-screen and memorised by the teacher.

I would occasionally pause and recite back those that I had learnt so far, so as to
rehearse retrieval and provide something of an update to the students. I would
ask for clarification or repetition if necessary, make mistakes unabashedly, and
take my time silently searching for effective mnemonic hooks for each pairing. In
class after class, students would watch, apparently captivated, as though they were
witnessing a tight-rope walk in progress. Once all 12 pairings had been given and
encoded, I would cover my eyes and recite the list both upwards and downwards
once or twice, very often eliciting actual applause from the students. This stage
usually took around 4–5 minutes.
Next, the students were to “test” me, by calling out any of the numbers, in
response to which I would attempt to immediately give the corresponding word.
Again, the students were consistently surprised by the speed at which I could easily carry this out after only a few minutes. After a few such tests, I would invite the
opposite, asking students to give a word for which I would provide the corresponding number, and as a final test I would invite students to call out either a number
or a word, to which I would, by that stage, be able to provide the paired item
almost immediately. My observation, in class after class, was that this demonstration was engaging and interesting to the students, and that they were curious to
know by what kind of trickery I was able to carry it out.
On the chalk board, I would show how I had mnemonically connected the
pairings. For example, to draw on the pairings from Figure 1, I would draw a tall,
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exaggeratedly stretched-out number 1, with a similarly long, impractical ovalshaped clock face next to it, indicating the connection I had created between 1 and
clock. I might then draw stick-figure angels sitting upon a cloud in heaven (explaining the phonetic connection between “heaven” and “seven”) having a conversation.
(A conversation in heaven equals seven.) Next, perhaps, a ladder made by drawing
rungs between each of the elongated digits in the number 11. Students would often
indicate their interest in each mnemonic, as though a magician was revealing how
he had performed the trick. Some explanations required more drawing, for example, number 18, which needed to connect first with high school graduation (for the
reason given above), then to an image of celebrating graduation with friends, family and teachers in Starbucks (of all places), and thus to coffee (18, high school graduation, graduation party at Starbucks, coffee). For such longer and more disjointed
mnemonics, assurances were given that by simply rehearsing them a few times, the
processing time reduces to as close to immediate as the simpler connections. The
key, I explained, was to make the connections funny or ridiculous.

4.1.2 Practical experience
Students were next asked to form groups of five or six, each of which was
given a small card featuring a table of similarly simple target Japanese words
paired with numbers. An example is given in Figure 2, which lists the Japanese
words for young, snow, bite, itchy, shoe, etc. One group member was to be the
“teacher,” who was to verbally teach the pairings to the other members without
them seeing or reading the card. The others would attempt to learn the pairings,
as had been demonstrated, through creating and rehearsing mnemonic connections, which they were free to create and discuss together. Importantly, this
practice activity was to take place entirely in Japanese, with no second-language
burden, simply for the sake of practising the creative cognitive skills required for
the mnemonic technique. The few minutes that this task took was, in lesson after
lesson, a raucous din of laughing as students created, shared and rehearsed funny
and ridiculous mnemonics.

4.1.3 Applying the method to vocabulary study
When each group appeared to have successfully memorised their list, I would
call the class to attention and then make the claim that studying English vocabulary was exactly the same as the funny, boisterous activity they had just been
enjoying. Rather than connecting a word to a random number, I asserted that
vocabulary study can be thought of as connecting a word to a random arrangement of sounds/phonemes. Three examples that I had once created in a study
session of my own were then presented.
On screen, an image of a heavily polluted waterway was displayed, with
the explanation that rather than connecting this concept (pollution) to a random
number, as we had been doing in the activities, as a learner of Japanese I had
needed to connect it to the syllables “o” and “sen” (the Japanese osen, meaning
“pollution”), which from my position as a non-Japanese speaker were simply
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Figure 2. Example of a card produced for student groups to practise the strategy.

two random syllables that had no more connection with the concept of pollution
than any random number would have. I explained that I had recognised osen as
sounding similar to the Japanese word onsen, the famous natural hot-spring baths
enjoyed throughout Japan. I then suggested the viscerally incongruent mental
image of a disgustingly polluted onsen, that is, a typically beautiful natural scene
ordinarily associated with cleanliness, being ruined by litter, chemicals, discoloration, even effluent—thereby creating a compelling mnemonic connection: pollution, polluted onsen, onsen, osen. The next slide showed school uniforms, which I
explained, I had needed to connect to the meaningless (to a learner) arrangement
of the syllables sei, fu, and ku (the Japanese word seifuku, uniform). I had done so
by noticing that the first two, “seifu,” sounded similar to the English word “safe.”
Thus “uniform” could connect to a “safe” place, such as a school. Uniform,
school uniform, school, safe place, “seifu,” seifuku. With repetition and practice,
the connection would eventually become almost instant. Finally, I demonstrated
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connecting the concept of “handshake” with the Japanese word akushu by noticing that the final syllable, shu, sounded like the English “shoe,” and drew stick-
figure characters attempting to shake hands whilst wearing shoes on their hands.
Having given the students experience in thinking laterally and creatively through
the practical experience stage, the presentation of example mnemonics from my
own study appeared to be meaningful and garnered many laughs, whereas in previous semesters, in lessons without a practical component, there had seemed to be
confusion, disinterest and miscomprehension during such explanations.
Finally, a video that I had created of myself learning Japanese vocabulary
with the aid of word cards, using this kind of mnemonic approach, was shown.
This was intended to demonstrate the applicability of mnemonics in a real-world
learning situation of a kind with which the students had had experience. This
12-minute video, which had previously been shown to classes with good effect
(Paton, 2015), shows the mnemonic approach being used to turn an actual vocabulary study session into a fast and enjoyable game-like experience. It was hoped
that doing so would create in the students a desire to try mnemonics in their own
vocabulary study, which was to begin in the following week’s class.
This lesson was given in 11 separate classes across two semesters in 2018,
with students from such academic departments as Sports Science, Engineering,
Commerce and English.

5 Research Questions
Designing the lesson around number/word pairings, which had been a means
of making the mnemonic approach accessible and free of any second-language complications, meant that there was a risk that the students might not have been persuaded regarding the applicability of the approach to vocabulary study. There was
also a concern that while the students might find the exercise fun, they might leave
the lesson still not feeling capable of applying what they had seen and practised,
that is, coming up with their own mnemonics. To ascertain whether such concerns
were legitimate, and whether perhaps the lesson plan needed to be further altered, a
survey was designed that would hopefully answer the following research questions:
1. Was the lesson effective in presenting mnemonics as a vocabulary learning
strategy that students could utilise effectively and enjoy?
2. Was the strategy new or novel to the students?
3. Did the students perceive and recognise the relevance between the number/
word exercises and actual second-language vocabulary study?
4. Did the lesson leave students feeling prepared and motivated to try using a
mnemonic approach in their vocabulary study?

5.1 The Survey
A short, six-question survey was created that the students could complete
on their cell phones at the start of the following week’s lesson. It was created in
Google Forms and linked to from the class website. Four of the questions asked
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for responses on a four-point Likert scale, and one was a “yes/no” question. The
questions were translated into Japanese by a native speaker, and students were
invited to optionally provide additional comments in Japanese. The questions
were preceded by a short paragraph in Japanese explaining that students were not
required to participate in the survey if they didn’t want to and that all responses
would be anonymous, and informing them that their responses might form part
of the teacher’s research and that proceeding with the survey would be taken as
consent for that to occur. The survey took little more than 2 minutes for most
students to complete.

5.2 Measurement and discussion
A total of 361 students completed the survey. The questions and responses
are given below.
The response to question 1, in Table 1, demonstrated that 97% of students
thought that the number/word pairings activity did indeed have relevance to
vocabulary study, with 62% giving the most affirmative response. This answered
research question number 3: concerns that the students would not perceive the
method’s applicability to vocabulary study turned out to have been misplaced.
There appears to have been no cost in initially bypassing second-language vocabulary and instead introducing the mnemonic strategy indirectly before connecting
it to vocabulary study once it had been witnessed and experienced.
Question 2, in Table 2, conclusively answered the second research question,
which sought to find whether or not the strategy was novel. It also confirmed the
findings of Schmitt (1997) and Little and Kobayashi (2015). Eighty-three per cent
Table 1. Survey Question 1, Perceived Relevance of the Strategy
(1) Last week I showed you a memory-strategy activity.
I memorised word/number combinations, and then I had you try it in groups.
Later, I said that the technique was very closely related to vocabulary study.
Did you see the connection between the memory-strategy and vocabulary learning, or do you
think that the memory-strategy I showed has no relevance to learning vocabulary?
a: Yes, the relevance is clear.
b: There is some connection.
c: The connection is weak, it doesn’t really
relate to vocabulary study.
d: Vocabulary learning is completely
different to the memory strategy you
showed. The demonstration was irrelevant.
Did not answer

224 (62.0%)
126 (34.9%)
9 (2.5%)

Relevance
perceived:

97.0%

Relevance
doubted:

2.5%

0 (0%)

2 (0.5%)

0.5%

Table 2. Survey Question 2, Prior Knowledge of the Strategy
(2) Had you been taught the memory strategy before?
a: Yes
b: No
Did not answer
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of students had not been taught what has long been known to be one of the most
effective vocabulary learning strategies. Assuming this is also true of previous
years’ class members, this finding also goes some way to explaining why earlier
attempts to teach the strategy by simply giving examples of mnemonics had fallen
flat. It also explains the discernible interest in the initial teacher demonstration
and the surprise at its speedy results. Having never been taught to memorise this
way, that is, without copious repetition, establishing connections so quickly may
well have been surprising and compelling.
A goal for the lesson had been to demonstrate that the mnemonic strategy,
with its incorporation of humour, exaggeration, and absurdity, is more enjoyable
than brute-force repetition-based memorisation. Table 3, showing the response
to question 3, indicates that the number/word pairing activity demonstrated this
aspect of the strategy effectively. This, and survey question 4, answered research
question 1, as to whether the lesson was effective in presenting mnemonics as a
vocabulary learning strategy that students could utilise effectively and enjoy.
The questions shown in Tables 4 and 5 were intended to address research
question 4, namely whether the students were left feeling prepared and motivated
to try using a mnemonic approach in their vocabulary study. Seventy-two per
cent of students indicated that they had gained some degree of confidence in their
ability to utilise the strategy.
Whilst it might have been hoped that more than just 20.5% of students would
answer that they would definitely use the strategy in their upcoming vocabulary
study, an additional 67.6% reporting that they “might” use it can be viewed as confirmation that the lesson indeed left students feeling at least somewhat motivated
Table 3. Survey Question 3, Enjoyment of the Strategy
(3) When you tried the memory strategy in your groups, was it enjoyable?
a: Very enjoyable
b: OK
c: Not really
d: Not fun at all
Fid not answer

181 (50.1%)
156 (43.2%)
13 (3.6%)
3 (0.8%)
8 (2.2%)

Enjoyable

93.4%

Not enjoyable

4.4%
2.2%

Table 4. Survey Question 4, Confidence in Creating Mnemonics
(4) The demonstration and video was designed to show you how using funny images, or similarsounding words, can help create a connection between new English words and your existing
knowledge.
Are you confident that you can create mnemonic connections between English words and their
meanings?
a: Very confident that I can create such images
or connections
b: Somewhat confident, and I intend to try it
c: Not very confident
d: Not at all confident
Did not answer
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Table 5. Survey Question 5, Intention to Utilise the Strategy
(5) Do you think you will use such a memory strategy to study vocabulary this semester?
a: I will definitely use a mnemonic strategy
74 (20.5%) Positive towards utilising 88.1%
approach
the strategy
b: I might
244 (67.6%)
c: I probably won’t
40 (11.1%)
Negative towards
11.4%
utilising the strategy
d: I definitely won’t
1 (0.3%)
Did not answer
2 (0.5%)
0.5%

to try mnemonics. Whether or not their intentions would later turn into real
action, of course, is a different matter.

6 Conclusion
There are many reasons behind Japanese students’ tendency not to utilise
mnemonic techniques for learning vocabulary. This study demonstrates that
with the right approach, one that minimises second-language complications and
which also involves a fun practice activity, teachers can present mnemonics as an
effective and enjoyable strategy that students will want to utilise. Demonstrating
and practising word/number pairings turned out to have been an effective way to
introduce mnemonics and inspire students to take advantage of mnemonic strategies in their own vocabulary study. The students enjoyed using the strategy and
saw its relevance to vocabulary study. Further research might reveal whether the
students’ initial agreeable attitude to mnemonics translated into actual and sustained usage. The survey responses indicated that this lesson plan achieved its
intended results. Teachers who would like to introduce mnemonics as a vocabulary learning strategy are well-advised to try such an approach.
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